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Republicans Retain Red Hook; Democrats
Make Inroads in the Hudson Valley
BY MICHAEL BENHABIB

Republicans swept the board in Red Hook last Tuesday, fending off democratic challengers in the local election. Every single incumbent was reelected: Sue Crane and James Ross to the
Town Council, Richard Grif£ths as Town Justice, and Marc
Molinaro as District 20's County Legislator. Republican
Deputy Town Clerk Sue McCan was also elected to the position of Town Clerk. In the country race for Comptroller,
however, Democrat Diane Jablonski beat Republican Deputy
Comptroller Frederick Pizzuto by over one thousand votes.
Despite their dashed nopes in Red Hook, the
Democratic Party made significant inroads in the Hudson
Valley, especially in dependably Republican Dutchess County.
Democrats won all vacancies in the adjacent towns of Milan
and Rhinebeck though Republicans dominated in
Germantown. Democrats also encroached on the Republican
majority in the Dutchess County Legislature, gaining· at least
three seats, and won a majority in Ulster County's legislative
body. Democratic mayors were also elected in the importar:lt
cities of Albany and Hudson.
.
Here in Red Hook it was Jonah Triebwasser, the
Democratic candidate for Town Justice, who lost by the smallest margin of just 71 V?tes. Bard's Dean of Students Erin

White Supremacist
Groups to March. in
Kingston, NY
BY NOAH WESTON

On Saturday, November 19, radio show host Hal Turner will
hold a rally in Kingston, New York to protest an alleged epidemic of "racial violence" perpetrated by black students against
white students in Kingston High School. For now, the size of
t\'le demonstration remains uncertain, but given the large
amount of online publicity, it could reach considerable pro- .
portions come Saturday. Kingston might fmd itself playing
host to members of the National Socialist Movement, the Ku
Klux Klan, the National Alliance, and other white supremacist
organizations whom Turner has expressly invited to take part
in the rally.
Turner has called for a peaceful, unarmed demonstration, a departure from his prior call for a more sensational, militant protest, with attendees coming heavily armed and
protected by snipers. He has since taken a more neutral tone,
reaching out to city officials, both to ensure the security of his
rally, as well as to argue that Kingston High School suffers
from problems ofinterradal violence. Turner could not obtain
a permit for a stationary rally, so he and other protesters will
march under theii'Constitutionally protected right to assemble, provided .it does not infringe on others' exercise of their
own rights.

Gannan received 1,491 and fellow Democratic Candidate for
Town Council Harry Colgan got 1,494. James Ross and Sue
Crane, their opponents, were reelected with 1,681 and 1,626
votes respectively. Laurie Nash lost by 433 votes in her bid for
the position ofTown Clerk.
.
The Red Hook Democratic Party had high hopes for
their candidates in a town that has historically been a
Republican stronghold. No doubt hoping that high student
turnout might swing the election they, aided by the Bard
Democrats, put an unprecedented amount of time and energy
into galvanizing Bard students. Out of approximately 500
Bard students registered to vote as on-campus residents,
approximately 170, or 34%, showed up to vote at St John's
Episcopal Church in . Barrytown. The numbers have 'disappointed many Bard students who were hoping for a higher
turnout, but Professor Jonathan Becker, faculty advisor to the
Bard Democrats, is not pessimistic.
"I believe more students could have voted, but I am
happy that two- to thJ:ee-times the number of students voted
this time than in the last compar~ble election," said Becker.
"My only hope is that in the future we. can get a poling place
at Bard to make it easier for students to Pa.!ticipate and also
that the republicans at the polls take the position that we
should all encourage widescale participation of young people
. in the election process."
in the first place, after a black young man assailed a white
schoolmate, leaving the latter with severe facial injuries that
required surgical treatment. Contrary to Turner and other
likeminded individuals' stance, investigators have ruled out the
assault as racially motivated. Nonetheless, Turner continues to
assert that the problem lies with black people themselves,
whom he refers to as (among other epithets) "niggers," "savages," and "apes" on his website.
The Kingston community itself has received conflicting messages from law enforcement and legislators on
how to resp.e nd to the impending rally. Ulster County legislator, Frank Dart (D-Kingston) pushed through a resolution
declaring November 19 "Tolerance Day," and advised
Kingston residents to
at bia-_..'u. eadiment does not resonate with the Mayor's office, school officials, or the police. As the Daily Freeman reported Sunday,

oppose,.....

Turner continues to assert that the problem
lies with black people themselves, whom he
refers to as (among other eplthets) "niggers/'
"savages, " an d"apes " on h'1s webs1te.
.

Mayor James Sottile, Superintendent Gerard Gretzinger, and
Board of Education President Daniel Gartenstein, called for
students and non-students alike to stay home and disregard
Turner's demonstration.
Whether or not Kingst~n's own make a large showing against Turner, efforts have gained momentum in surrounding areas, including Bard, to show opposition to the ideology of groups that will be present. As these efforts take
shape, setting the stage for a potentially volatile meeting,
authorities prepare for the worst possibilities, as they feel they
must, Keller insisted. Given the destructive events in Toledo,
Ohio last month, where another march against "black crime"
''I have from the beginning been asking peo- gave
way to a riot, Keller's fears do not seem entirely unwarple to stay away from the rally, to not count- ranted.
As much of this transpires in the halls of government
er-demonstrate," Keller said. "And although
and on the streets of Kingston, even more develops on
I can understand the desire and sympathize
Turner's main vehicle for his message, the Internet. On meswith the desire to counter-demonstrate, it
sage boards, blogs, and "pro-white" news sites, information on
the Kingston assault and upcoming rally has circulated and
makes it di!E.cult to channel all these people
served to galvanize white supremacist activists all over the
and protect their safrty."
country. By the looks ofTurner's web forum, supporters from
as far as Florida and Chicago seem intent on participating in
Despite softening his approach, Turner still ' seems Saturday's rally. At the crux of it all, Turner's site operates as a
bound to draw a large, hostile response. "Anti-racist" groups main hub, flashing orange bulletins about every news item he
such as the One People's Project and Anti-Racist Action have finds pertinent to his cause.
declared their intent to mobilize members for a counter
Accordingly, opposition groups have also used the
demonstration against Turner. Neither contingent has Internet to better organize against Turner, but in doing so,
obtained a permit, Kingston Police Chief Gerald Keller told some involved have found themselves as new targets. A pilthe Observer. Whether or not Turner or his opponents march fered email list from Anti-Racist Action appeared on Tiirner's
with more extensive authorization, Keller remains apprehen- website, along with some brief personal information (some
sive about the event.
right, some entirely incorrect) of many on the list, including
"I have from the beginning been asking people to Bard students whose anonymity we will respect. Even in cases
stay away from the rally, to not counter-demonstrate," Keller where this information could provide no means of directly
said. "And although I can understand the desire and sympa- locating a person, Turner seems bent on making his opposithize with the desire to counter-demonstrate, it makes it dif- tion feel vulnerable, as well as identifying them as on the
ficult to channel all these people and protect their safety."
extreme political left, and thus no more relatable for mainSafety concerns ostensibly prompted Turner to rally stream Americans than his own group.
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always have," she says. According to her, one of the things
the Admissions office is most excited about is the creation
of its three satellite offices, in the ethnically diverse locations of Chicago, Boston and Austin.
"We desire a richly diverse population," Backlund
maintains, but "diversity goes way beyond skin color. It's
about class, life experience, political point of view, family
context-these make much richer fabric than skin color."
Woldense agrees, but thinks that even that type of
BY JESSE MYERSON
diversification has been largely ineffective. "I don't see any
diversity of political opinions present. Just examine the
"The problem of the twentieth century," wrote W.E.B. campus and see how diverse it is. If someone like Alex
DuBois, "is the problem of the color line."
Weinstein is isolated, how can we claim to be diverse, as far
"The new problem," says Junior Noah Weston, "is as politics go? Also, political views are mostly shaped by
that people no longer think it's a problem." Weston, who other situations, including race."
identifies as white, shares a widespread and growing conWeston is of a similar mind. "I would say that
cern among Bard students that the school-the student while [the statement that diversity is about more than
body, faculty and curriculum-is doing too little to address race] is true, much greater inroads both in the educational
the issue of ethnic diversity on its campus. Or lack there- institutions of America and also the country in general
0£
need to be made in terms of race."
The Princeton Review places Bard's racial constiKristia Weiner Castrillo, a Junior who identifies
tution at the following percentages: international: 5%, as Filipino but notes "a Filipino who grew up with my
African-American: 3%, Asian: 5%, Caucasian: 70%, mother, who was light-skinned enough to pass for white,"
Hispanic: 4%, Native American: 0%. Compare that to a views the entire situation in a much larger context. "The
similar school like Wesleyan (international: 6%, African- responsibility for diversification lies out of the hands of
American: 7%, Asian: 9%, Caucasian: 62%, Hispanic: 7%, Botstein and company. It is a historical dynamic that those
Native American: 0%) or the
"
.
who are disadvantaged based on
United States as a whole,
People of color at predominantly a colonial legacy have traditionwhite schools leave, transfer and
ally been denied access to highaccording to the 2000 Census
J_
r
b f
er education."
(Caucasian: 69%, Hispanic and
uron
ur li
. a fund a. an d
Black:· 13% each , As1an
r out 1or a num er o reasons,
vve ve m
other: 6%), and the basis of induding campus climate. They are mentally racist system, she
Weston's complaint is evident. not made to feel welcome or indud- argues, where there has always
Geneva
Foster,
been a fear of educating the dised. So, we have two challenges: to advantaged. "If education is not
Assistant Dean of Students &
Director of Multicultural
promote the Bard community to a liberating thing, as Marx,
ti.
·
·ty studen t s an d Dubois and Friere,
Affairs, sees legitimacy in this
"
prosnec
ve minon
, wrote it ideconcern. The student body,
r
.
ally should be, Its at least a way
then to be that community that we of challenging oppression by
faculty and staff are predominantlywhite-yes,it'snotjusta
promote. You can't diversifjr in a becoming equipped with the
perception, it's a reality. Now,
.
.
,,
oppressors' terms of engagewhat do we want the campus to
hostile environment.
ment, their vocabulary. That's
the reason why there aren't
look like and what can we each
do to bring that kind of diversity to campus and to main- enough people of color at this school." She laughingly
tain it?"
adds, "That and HEOP is not wealthy enough tQ.solve our'
JosefWoldense, a senior and Peer Counselor who problems:'
calls himselfblack "because I know I'm perceived as black,"
It is more important, she believes, to deal with
believes that diversification requires the development of a what we have. "Everyone here has a measure of privilege in
concrete plan involving the devotion of monetary terms of resources and means. Let's spend our energy on
resources. He places the responsibility for implementing making the campus less racist, classist and heterosexist."
-~Oster is likeminded. "People of color at predomthese things with a number of groups. "At the beginning of
the year, when President Botstein addressed all the PCs, it inantly white schools leave, transfer and drop out for a
became clear that in order to use precious resources, he's number of reasons, including campus climate. They are not
got to feel pressure from the alumni or the Board of made to feel welcome or included. So, we have two chalTrustees."In order to encourage the alumni and trustees to lenges: to promote the Bard community to prospective
exert the necessary pressure "the tangible benefit of diver- minority students and then to be that community that we
sity needs to be elaborated and contextualized," because promote. You can't diversify in a hostile environment."
otherwise, "It's a good institution, so what incentive is
As far as ways to do this, Foster encourages the
simple step of being conscientious. "Think about what it
there to diversify? That is the big question."
Both he and Weston agree that the charge, more means for a minority person to be on our campus. 'What
than Leon's, is that of the Admissions office, the main are their needs?' and 'How do I help them connect and see
recruitment arm of the college. "Something that's not me as part of their support network?' are the questions
being done enough," says Weston, "is having people from white students ought to be asking themselves."
admissions going to predominantly non-white schools to
Woldense certainly feels that discomfort. Asked
institute an aggressive recruitment campaign. That is an if he feels like a token, he immediately responded, "That's
incredibly vital step. People are not going to apply to your just a fact. It's too obvious not to recognize." However,
school if they don't know you exist."
having spent a lot of his life in Germany, he feels equipped
Mary Backlund, the Director of Admissions and to temporarily deal with it.
Vice President of Student Affairs, has been at the college
It isn't a scientific method of determining Bard
for 23 years and claims that Admissions already does that. students' opinions, but there are 137 Bard students in the
"We recruit in ethnically diverse school systems and we
Continued on page four

Where Are They
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The Food Forum
Everything You Didn't
Show Up to Hear About
BY SHAY HOWELL

The Student Life Committee's Food Forum on
Wednesday, November 9 opened a coRversation between
Chartwells and the student body (all 13 who showed up)
with updates from Chas Cerulli, the manager of Kline
and liaison between the Chartwells corporation and Bard
College, and Shay Howell, the SLC representative and
liaison between Bard College and Chas Cerulli, about the
projects they are currently pursuing.
Among Chartwells projects is the replacement
of all Ritazza coffee, a Chartwell's owned brand, with
Puriveda coffee and tea, a Fair Trade brand. FLOC (Fair
Labor on Campus) is joining this project and will be staging tastings in the Campus Center soon.
Chartwells has also just launched a website
(www.dineoncampus.com/bard) where menus and weekly specials will be available. Meal nutrition facts and
ingredients will also be posted there with other helpful
food guides and surprises.
Project Clean Plate is Chartwells initiative to
raise awareness of and reduce food waste in Kline. Signs
have been posted in an effort to encourage students to
take only as much food as they want to eat. Currently
there are approximately 100 gallons of food waste composted every day.
Chartwell's and BERD (Bard Environmental
Resource DepartIIJent) have joined. together in a second
waste management project to cu.rtail paper waste in
Kline. BERD had a recent teach-in in Kline to promote

The questions and comments at the
Food Forum broached subjects such as
coffee machine placemen t, non-hydro!/1atedpeanut butter; ·the.pizza .m an
v:ifyiiig h'ot'prepaiiitforis;'1.'n'c'onS.istenc/
in rice preparation, and the return of
the soft-serve ice cream machine.
the use of ceramic coffee cups instead of paper cups and
to spread statistics about the appalling rate that cups are
disappearing. Since that teach-in 3 weeks ago, another
500 cups have disappeared to make a total of over 2,000
stolen cups this semester.
In the spring Kline will be repainted as a prelude
to renovations that will hopefully take place in the next
two years. Upon completion of the Robbins Annex in the
Fall of 2006, Manor Cafe will be converted into a fullservice North Campus cafeteria. After this project, plans
for renovating Kline will begin to take shape. Right now
there are rough plans to add a second level of dining space
in Kline for more tables as well as a second retail space, to
possibly add a second story entrance facing Stone Row, to
lengthen Kline's hours, and to promote communication
between students and chefs by having cooks serve the
food.
As far as SLC projects go, there are currently
initiatives to create a Kline Cookbook as a resource to
promote student creativity in choosing/preparing their
food and to raise awareness of the ingredients Kline has
to offer. Whether that will be an actual book or a post on
the new Kline website is yet to be decided. Submissions
will be accepted by Shay Howell (sh483@bard.edu).
The SLC is also in the process of creating a
dorm activity promoting balanced eating and nutrition
awareness. This dorm activity would also serve as a time
for students to voice their opinions on any of the issues
mentioned above (or the food in general) as a small
group. The problem that Kline currently faces in responding to student opinion is that there seems to be little consensus about what to change. Individual needs are met as
best as_ possible, but further clarification .is needed.
The questions and comments at the Food
Forum broached subjects such as coffee machine placement, non-hydrogenated peanut butter, the pizza man,
varying hot preparations, inconsistency in rice preparation, and the return of the soft-serve ice cream machine.
Thank you to all who came to the Food Foru~. If anyone
would like to get involved, please direct questions and
comments to slc@bard.edu or sh483@bard.edu.
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Diversity, continued from page three
online Facebook group "Where are the Brown People???"
As to why so many people are concerned about the lack of
diversity-specifically racial-one Bard employee who
wished to remain anonymous cited liberal white guilt.
"I'd have to say," Weston responds, "that sometimes liberal white guilt is not wrong. We have to beware
of separating our indictment of a complex that is oftentimes problematic from observations that are correct.
Concern for racial diversity is one product of liberal white

"Sometimes liberal white guilt is not
wrong. We have to beware of separating our indictment of a complex that is
oftentimes problematic from observations that are correct. Concern for racial
diversity is one product ofliberal white
guilt that we would do well to take seriously-there is no harm in doing that."
guilt that we would do well to take seriously-there is no
harm in doing that."
One problem Weston has noticed on campus is
too fervent an impulse to shun liberal views, in an attempt
to break free from categorization. "It's not that novel to
run from liberalism; we live in a country already that is
pervasively conservative and antagonistic of progress in
the racial sector. We're indulging those negativities by running from our 'liberal white' concern for bettering race
relations."

Frustrated Youth
Wreak Havoc in
France
BY TRISTAN B ENNETT
President Jacques Chirac issued emergency powers to law
enforcement last Monday in an attempt to curb the
spreading riots in French suburbs. The new liberties given
to police allow for curfews, house arrest and police raids
without warrant. Chirac, who has been accused of indecision throughout the national crisis, said that the use of the
emergency law reflected the government's resolve to act
'vi th firmness. This resolve came after 13 days of rioting
that has spread throughout the country.
The riots come as no surprise to opponents of the
government who cite Chirac's measures as sending "a message of war" to suburban youths. The conflicts were foreshadowed by public displays of anger and resentment
when Interior Minister Nicolas Sarkozy, touring Parisian

"Well," notes Castrillo, "I don't have 'liberal
white' guilt, not being a liberal white. Look, I can't avoid
my nose structure and you can't avoid yours, but if you use
your brain, it doesn't matter how white you are. As long as
we're affecting change, our races really don't matter. The
common ar~ment is 'I didn't ask for this privilege' and my
response is so then don't resign into it."'
Back in the Admissions office, though, Backlund
dismisses charges of excessive privilege. "It has never been
true that Bard is for the privileged. 65%-70% of students
receive significant financial aid. The average package the
school gives out is $18,000-$19 ,000, and it's been that way
for over 20 years. People delight in [perpetuating] myths,
and I would expect more of a thinking population."
.
Steps are nonetheless being taken on campus to
correct what problems exist. Foster is part of the Faculty
Committee on Diversity. The group, however, can only
make recommendations and present proposals to the
entire faculty. Rest assured, Foster says, that the committee
will solicit student input and is even considering having a
student member, as a liaison to the rest of the student
body. "If this works out and we really do have an effective
diversity initiative, it could change the face of Bard. Do
those asking for the change really know what it is they're
asking for?" Foster wonders. "That's why it's important not
just to address recruitment but also support."
And is Bard ready? Castrillo thinks not. "The
majority of the people here don't construct this to be a
place where black and brown people want to be.
Otherwise, there will just be more black and brown people, segregated from the white majority. And that's not
progress."
mourners of the two dead teenagers. Tee shirts worn by
marchers read "dead for nothing." The next day Sarkozy
pledged a policy of "zero-tolerance" for rioters and sent
reinforcements to Clichy-sous-Bois to relieve the beleaguered police force already attempting to control the violence. The same day a tear gas grenade, the same sort used
by police, exploded outside a mosque in Clichy-sous-Bois,
fueling the feelings of marginalization and resentment
held by rioters.
The statements by Sarkozy evidence an in~reas
ing divide within French administration, as Junior
Minister Azouz Begag condemned Sarkozy's use of the
term "rabble" to describe rioters. Sarkozy, himself a
Presidential hopeful for the next election, faces a tough
time as his stance as the hard-line conservative candidate
comes under fire in the disregard for law which has spread
across France. His actions, which have so far served merely to antagonize rioters, place him at the extreme end of
political-reactionaries.
By November 3, riots had spread into the eastern
city of Dijon. Reluctantly, authorities decided against the
use of mustard gas.
Three days later, on November 6, President
Chirac vowed to restore law and order to the embattled
French suburbs. The most destructive riots to date followed, with the destruction of over 1,500 cars and 400
arrests. Two policemen were seriously injured in the clash
with rioters. The next day, Jean-Jacques Le Chenadec died
of injuries he received while attempting to stop rioters

Parking has been a nightmare, literally
suburbs a mere two days before rioting began, was pelted
with broken glass and rocks by locals. Sarkozy, congenitally unpopular with poor immigrants, has drawn fire from
his critics and political rivals for calling rioters "scum" and
suggesting that crime-ridden neighborhoods be "cleaned
with a power hose."
On October 27, teenagers Zyed Benna · and
Bouna Traore were electrocuted after climbing into an
electrical sub-station in the Paris suburb of Clichy-sousBois, in what locals assert was an attempt to hide from
pursuing police. French officials have denied police
involvement in the electrocution. News of the deaths triggered riots throughout Clichy-sous-Bois. In the first night
15 cars were set aflame and destroyed. The destruction of
vehicles has become a hallmark of the spreading unrest,
with a total of more than 6,000 cars incinerated by arsonists as of November 8.
Riots continued through a silent march held by

...,..,

Mort pour Rien ... Died for Nothing
from burning trashcans. The French media has labeled
him the first fatality of the riots.
On November 9, the curfew laws went into effect
nationwide, with the northern city of Amiens being the
first to enforce the 50-year-old law. Since then, police officials have reported a decrease in rioting throughout the
country, with 32 cities, towns and suburbs adopting the
curfew. As the unrest seems to be diminishing, the crisis
becomes again a political one. President Chirac has maintained that "[France] needs to respond in a strong and
quick way to the unquestionable problems which many
inhabitants of the deprived neighborhoods surrounding
the cities are facing."
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The Bunsen Burner
· BY CHRISTINE NIELSEN
..
In the last edition of the Bunsen Burner I told you about
my fav?rite r_nonster of all time, the giant squid. This
week Im going to tell you about Godzilla and King
Kong.
.
No, _I'm ~~t trying to make the Bunsen Burner
~nto ~ B movte. Its JUSt that these two monsters surfaced
m sCience ~ews last week, and while giant prehistoric
crea:ures m1g~t not be as relevant as a pandemic-preventing flu chip, I never promised this column was going
to be relevant. I said it was going to be awesome--so
here we go.
Godzilla! That's what they're calling a brand
new (though 135 million year old) species of crocodile
found in fos~il form ~n Patagonia, in the southern tip of
South Amenca. Dunng the Jurassic Period, that region
was submerged in a tropical bay and, as we now know,
was home to one of the fiercest creatures to ever swim
the ~e~s-1:ho~gh technically a crocodile, the Dakosaurus
and1mens1s differed greatly from our modern croc-and
even more so from its contemporaries.
Measuring thirteen feet, the Dakosaurus had
fish-like fins in place of feet, meaning that it never came
on land like our modern crocodilians. Far stranger,
thoug?, wa~ its head: whereas other crocodiles of the
Jurassic Penod had long, slender snouts and long thin
teeth good for tossing back lots of little fish, the
Dakosaurus's head more closely resembled a
Tyrannosaurus rex. Its snout was short and high, and its
jaw spanned a foot and a half, full of huge, serrated
teeth-the biggest ones reaching four inches, about the
size of a width of your palm. Though there is no way to
know for sure what the Dakosaurus ate, we can be sure it
was big. Diego Pol, a researcher at the Mathematical
Biosciences Institute and the Department of Biomedical
Informatics at Ohio State University, said, "Dakosaurus
probably fed on other large marine reptiles." Although
the Dakosaurus differed from other crocodiles in many
ways and closely resembled some of the large, predatory
land dinosaurs, there are sufficient similarities to be sure
it was indeed a crocodile .. Pol says it is an l:Xalnple o'
convergent evolution, the process by which mostly unrelated organisms may acquire very similar characteristics
even when evolving in different ecosystems. Pol worked
with Zulma Gasparini of the National University at La
Plata in Argentina. Their findings were published on
November 10 in the online version of Science.
While Dakosaurus died out with the dinosaurs,
the modern crocodile is a living testament to its lineage.
Likewise do we see reflections of Gigantopithecus
Blacki, the ten-foot tall, 1,200-pound primate which
some call King Kong, in today's gorillas and orangutans.
The only remains of the Gigantopithecus we have are
the fossils of three jawbones and close to a thousand
teeth-some collected at digs and some collected from
Chinese apothecary shops, who sell "dragon bones," or
fossils, for their believed curative properties. However,
much can be approximated from just teeth and jawbones. Using an average head-to-body ratio of the modern orangutan and Australopithecus afarensis ("Lucy"), a
one-inch wide molar becomes a ten-foot ape. Other than
the size, our visual of Giantopithecus is more-or-less
speculative, but one thing is for sure--the 1,200-pound
ape ~as not a tree-dweller like the orangutan. For that
reason scientists generally agree that its body would have
more closely resembled that of the earthbound gorilla.
Now one other thing is for sure: The
Gigantopithecus walked the earth at the same time and
in the same regions as did early humans. Using an
extremely precise dating method which uses electron
spin resonance to determine the age of organic material,
geochronologist and associate professor at McMaster
University Jack Rink recently discovered that
Gigantopithecus roamed southern China for nearly a
million years-up until 100,000 years ago, when the
species became extinct. During this time span that
region was also host to the human race, as it was undergoing important evolutionary changes. In fact, one theory is that the early humans contributed to the
Gigantopithecus's demise: the giant ape, man, and a
now-extict giant panda are all thought to have been consumers of bamboo. The giant ape and panda wanted it
for food, and man wanted it for tools. With a less voracious appetite but a more resourceful brain, us humans
apparently won the competition. For my part, I'm just
glad we don't compete for food with giant squids.
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The Bhopal Disaster: Twenty-One Years Later
The factory still stands, the waste still polutes, ap.d· ever more people suffer
BY ADRIANE RAFF-CORWIN

December 3, 2005 is the twenty-first anniversary of the
world's largest industrial accident. Although the disaster
in Bhopal, India seems like old news, it is as alive and
kicking as the twenty-one-year-olds that walk this campus
everyday. The gas-survivors are still sick from the contamination suffered so many years ago, and the deserted
Union Carbide Corporation factory still stands over Old
Bhopal. It l~aks more and more toxic substances into the
water sources every day because the neglected stockpiles of
chemicals inside were never properly sealed and taken
away by Union Carbide as they should have been. The
barrels and sacks sit undisturbed, slowly rusting and
decomposing into the soil.
The Solar Evaporation Ponds (SEPs), which sit a
few hundred yards away from the factory, also remain.
When the factory was made, Union Carbide constructed
pipes that led from the factory to the SEPs so that chemicals could be dumped in the pools and then "evaporate"an easy way to get around sufficiently dealing with the
waste.
But the ponds never fully evaporated. Instead,
with each monsoon, the SEPs grow large again. The bottoms of the SEPs were not sealed ,and so all the chemicals
in them have seeped u{to the soil. While the factory was
still in working order there was a fence around the ponds,
but now there is no fence. Children used to bathe and play
in these miniature lakes, but they began to develop horrible skin problems from the water. Now only the water buffalo, a source of meat and milk for many Bhopalis, go into
the chemical-laced water.

Sanjay Varma is twenty-one years old. In August,
he started his final year of undergraduate work. He's
studying Economics and Computer Science. He has lived
in Bhopal for most of his life. On the night of the disaster
he.was only six months old. When his family first woke up
at midnight on December 2, 1984, they, like so many others, thought someone had burned chilies because there was
a weird smoke that burned the eyes and skin.
A tank of Methyl Isocyanate (MIC), an extremely unstable gas used in making the pesticide Sevin, had
erupted from the ground and released its deadly fumes
into the air. One breath of the chemical cloud seeping
from the Union Carbide factory could kill a person.
Sanjay's sister Mum ta, only seven at the time, wrapped her
brother in a blanket and began to run with the rest of her
family. By the end of December 3, Sanjay's parents and
five of his brothers and sisters had joined the approximate
20,000 dead. Sanjay, Mumta, and his brother Sunil were
the only three of the family to survive.

Sanjay Varma and his family, induding his
brother Sunil, sister Mumta and her husband
and two daughters

The exhibit now hanging in the campus center will be up until the twenty-third and contains three groups ofphotos: large black and
white prints by one ofIndia 's most esteemed
photographers, Raghu Rai, who was in
Bhopal the day after the disaster; color collages by Maude Dorr, an artist/photographer
who visited Bhopal in November and
December of2002; and a color series by various members of Bard's Human Rights Project
called, "New sites of suffering and healing in
the afte.rmath of the Bhopal Gas disaster."
The photo above is from that serie~.

FYI:~·. The

Sanjay lived in an orphanage with Mumta for
many years while Sunil, who was 12 when the disaster
happened, lived in· their old home alone. While Sunil
worked to support his siblings, Sanjay was always encouraged to go to school. Recently, Sunil has suffered from
severe depression-an illness common among gas survivors-and has tried to commit suicide multiple times.
He no longer works. Instead, Sanjay makes money as a
Hindi-English translator. The Varmas also recently
received the rest of the compensation money owed to
them due to their family members' deaths.
Murnta lives in a city near Bhopal with her husband and children. She suffers from severe gynecological
problems, also common among survivqrs. Sanjay had been
very healthy and athletic his entire life until he turned
twenty-one. In July 2005 he began to experience pains in
his chest. His doctors diagnosed him with "young" stroke.
Young stroke is the term used when a young person has a
stroke. Although exceptionally uncommon, the average
amount of young, healthy Bhopal men having strokes is
high above the average in nearby cities.
Twenty-one years later, the people of Bhopal are
still sick from the toxic chemicals that entered their bodies that horrible night. And many more people are becom-

Below is one of the photos by Raghu R ai.
The first, entitled Mass Cremations, shows
one of the many pyres built in the days after
the disaster. A social worker named Amar
Chand Ajmera recalled over 2,000 bodies
being cremated in one day, adding, "The
bodies were strewn all over and the stench
. "
was overpowenng.

ing sick due to the chemicals that have contaminated their
water and soil. It is estimated that 20,000 people in sixteen
colonies in Bhopal use contaminated water. Because the
Indian Government has not followed through with the '
Indian Supreme Court's order to ensure all contaminated
areas are supplied with clean water, many people have no
choice but to drink this liquid that gives them stomachaches, makes their skin itch and bleed, takes their
appetite and strength away, passes the chemicals onto their
babies through contaminated breast milk, and may eventually cause cancer. With health problems that will last a
lifetime, gas-survivors received at most $500.00 from the
$470 million settlement between the Indian Government
and Union Carbide, and water-contamination victims
have received nothin.g.
Besides giving the $470 million dollars fo the
estimated 500,000 people affected by the initial disaster,
Union Carbide refused to do much else, claiming the disaster was-not the company's fault; according to them it was
sabotage. But it has been proven that the factory was
designed with cost-cutting in mind, resulting in safety
problems. All six safety systems were off the night of the
disaster, including the alarm system to alert the neighborhoods around the factory that something was wrong. The
turning off of the safety mechanisms was not because of
sabotage. It was known that the systems had been turned
off in order to repair them or because they had broken.
And although there is this evidence and more, neither the
Union Carbide Corporation nor their new owner, the
D ow Chemical Corporation1 have accepted full liability
for the disaster's occurrence. With the guilty parties refusing to take responsibility, it is likely that all that has led up .
to the twenty-first anniversary is only the beginning of the
fight.
If you'd like to learn more about the disaster
please visit the photo exhibit in the Campus Center,
11/11-11/21, visit www.bhopal.net, or contact
ar368@bard.edu.

Intersession Trip to New Orleans

As we near the end of the semester, time is running short areas, or working in Common Ground's free .clinic (people . strenuous and potentially hazardous, but since the houses
to commit to volunteer work in New Orleans over inters- with some level of medical expertise are especially encour- are in areas where the residents cannot possibly afford to
ession. In case you've been considering it, but not keeping aged for the last). Another option is to volunteer with the hire workers, it is crucial to the rebuilding of New
track of the information, here is a brief overview of the Jefferson Parish/West Bank Mental Health Centers. Orleans.
volunteer 9pportunities available and a list of things you Work there would likely involve counseling hurricane vicAs for transportation and room and board, these
tims and families both in the centers and in shelters and will hopefully be entirely covered by the time Bard's relief
should be doing:
Bard students will be in New Orleans from homes. DesireNOLA, on the other hand, is a not-for- effort is done fundraising. For students looking to drive or
roughly January 3 until January 22, since school resumes profit corporation that is trying to restart the economy of get a ride to New Orleans, there is a map located on the
on the twenty-fourth. Students who want to volunteer are New Orleans by helping businesses return and working to bulletin board in the Campus Center to help organize
encouraged to come for as long as they can, be it an after- stimulate job growth. Students may work D esireNOLA rides. For students who will be flying there, rides from the
noon or the whole time. Students may choose what type directly, or in conjunction with the Mayor's office. If you airport will· be arranged. In both cases gas and plane tickof activity they want to volunteer for-there are several are looking for opportunities on the manual labor side of ets will likely be covered, but for the time being students
organizations working in the city doing different types of the relief effort, there are several organizations that Bard should book their tickets and pay for them independently.
work to pick between. One is the Common Ground kids will be working with. These include Volunteers for Also, if you would like to help with the effort but know
Collective, a grass-roots organization working on food America, Carrollton Avenue Church, and Hilltop House. you cannot make it to New Orleans this winter, help is
donation and distribution, among other things. Work with Working in a larger network of groups, these groups are also welcome with fundraising.
Common Ground could include organizing food dona- · involved in the actual gutting of houses which have been
tions and supply distribution, driving goods to hard-hit deemed unfit for habitation. Work would most likely be
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CIXs Secret Prisons I
in Eastern Europe I
No Longer Secret I'

Bard's PIEs Attend
Human Rights
Watch Dinner

ii

And get more out of it
than just good food

BY OLIVER TRALDI

"'".:

With the recent confluence of the Abu Ghraib torture
episode, increasing press about Guantanamo, and the
"Plamegate" media extravaganza, the Bush administration
has seen better days. Their downhill slide in the press was
aided last Tuesday when the CIA took steps towards
launching an investigation into the identities of the officials who leaked -classified information to the Washington
Post about its secret prison operations.
The Washington Post report, published on the
front page on November 2, draws on testimony from "current and former intelligence officials and diplomats from
three continents."These officials have made statements to

BY NEESHA FAKIR

covert prison system."This system, constructed in the anxious months following September 11, ihcludes secret facilities in Thailand, Afghanistan, and several countries in
Eastern Europe.
The revelation of these facilities' existence runs
alongside Vice President Cheney's proposed exemption for
CIA agents from anti-torture legislation. The Senate
responded to Cheney by passing a new anti-torture proviThe revelation of these facilities' exis- sion with a vote of 90-9, fueled largely by the efforts of
Arizona's Republican Senator John McCain, himself a victence runs alongside Vlce President
tim of torture. The administration's argument is that, were
Cheney's proposed exemption for CIA there to be a national threat on the scale of 9/11, drastic
agents from anti-torture legislation. The measures might be required with a very ·short interval in
which to discern the specifics of the threat and save
Senate responded to Cheney by passing American lives.
Cheney has been a controversial figure of late,
a new anti-torture provision with a vote
following his staff's role in "Plamegate." Last week USA
of 90-9, fueled largely by the efforts of Today quoted Lawrence Wilkerson, former Chief of Staff
Arizona's Republican Senator john
to Colin Powell, as suggesting that prison abuse in Iraq is
connected to "a visible audit trail from the vice president's
McCain, himself a victim of torture.
office."
The referral for an inquiry into the leak followed
the effect that "some of [the CIA's] most important al
the same process as the beginning of the probe into the
~eda captives" have been hidden and interrogated in "a
. . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . release of Valerie Plame's agent
status. Earlier this week, the
Republican leaders of both
houses of Congress, Majority
Leader Bill Frist and Speaker
11
D ennis H astert, requested a
congressional investigation into
the lea.k, which has been t~en
up by the House Intelligence
Committee. The Committee
itself is divided, with its senior
Dem.o crat, California's Jane
Although we did not prevail in taking office,
Bard students and faculty worked really
our efforts together are crucial to
hard in the recent election. The Red Hook
Harman, calling for continued
democracy in Red Hook.
Democratic party owes you a big thanks for
examination of prewar informayour dedication. We made great strides in
tion about Iraq, on which a
Continued resistance to the old guard is
bringing progressive ideals to the local
needed. We will fight for true open space
presidential commission has
political debate.
protection, for true fiscal responsibility, for
asserted that the country's
true respect for all voices. We will join in the
Among the many activities in the recent
intelligence agencies were often
Congressional races next year - looking to
campaign effort. together we:
"dead wrong."
get more Democrats replacing the party
• registered enough new Democrats to
Meanwhile, the content of .tlie
that brought us the Iraq War and deep debt.
make us the major party in Red Hook.
leaked information has caused
Right here in Red
• ran a full slate of
alarm among international
Hook,
we must work
meetings,
candidates who worked
leaders, members of the press,
hard
to
keep
our
deorganize on campus,
their hearts out.
and human rights advocates.
mocracy; we will fight
• had coordinated efforts be informed and be vocal. to get paper ballot
Th~ day after the Washington
with Bard Democrats.
The caunlry JOU
voting instead of
Post published its story, the
touchscreen (DRE)
the
future
you
save
European Union and the
• held public debates.
will be
,,
machines. Your inCouncil of Europe spoke out in
• held farums to deepen
your """"·
volvement is crucial.
favor of investigating the Posts
the understanding of the local issues.
Let us build on our efforts. Come to
allegations . Human Rights
We created an incredible awareness of the
meetings, organize on campus, be infarmed
Watch and the International
need for change in Red Hook government.
and be vocal. The country you save Council of the Red Cross added
the future you save - will be your own.
their voices by stating that they

Red Hook Democrats:

''Thanks, Bard.-

(We have only just begun to fight.)

"Came ta

save -

..

~·•!'1111.i"•~· ···•rlfll•~·~"""itJ;~;?;~~.,.,...11
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Continued resistance

to the old guard is needed.

\'l:!!

1

We will fight for true open space protection, for true fiscal responsibility, for true respect for all voices.
We will join in the Congressional races next year - looking to unseat the party that brought us the Iraq War.

-

have evidence to back up the
anonymous officials' claims.
The Red Cross has been "concerned about the fate of an
unknown
-number
of
persons ... in undisclosed places
of detention," according to its
chief spokeswoman, Antonella
Notari. Human Rights Watch
believes that certain flight logs
in their possession show that
terror suspects captured in
1
Afghanistan were flown to
Poland and Romania, although
these and other European
nations have denied the existence of secret prisons there.
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Every year, members of the Institute of International
Liberal Education, together with the PIE students,
attend the annual Human Rights Watch dinner in New
York City. According to Human Rights W atch Director
Kenneth Roth, this year's November 8 dinner, held at
the American Museum of Natural History, was the most
successful Human Rights Watch dinner ever held.
This year's PIE students, and particularly those
of us interested in the work of Human Rights Watch
and human rights in general, were particularly invigorated by the diverse range of work within Human Rights
Watch. For some of us this was a phenomenal opportunity to network, build contacts, find internships, and
engage in one of the most successful intergovernmental
organizations.
In conjunction with providing an invigorating
platform for networking, the Human Rights Watch dinner also honors individuals with valor who work in areas
in the world where human rights are endangered. This
year, three courageous activists were honored: Omid
Memarian, Salih Mahmoud Osinan, and Beatrice Were.
Memarian, who represents a young generation
of activists from Iran, is a journalist and civil society
activist seeking to eradicate p0litical suppression by
··extending the limits of freedom of expression in Iran
through the Internet.
Salih Mahmoud Osman, a lawyer and acdvist
from Sudan's Darfur Region, for the last 20 years has
been defending individuals who w(!I"e arbitratily arrested, torn.ired and detamed by the Sudanese Government~
Salih has consistently been involved in Human Rights
Watch's detailed and coherent documentation of abuses
and ethnic cleansing in the Darfur region. After the
conference, Vjerana Spajic, another PIE student, and I
spoke with Salih and were invigorated by his positive
energy and commitment to human rights in the Darfur
region.
Another aspiring activist honored was the
diminutive yet powerful Beatrice Were, one of Uganda's
most compelling HIV/AIDS activists. Human Rights
Watch has supported the work of Beatrice to contest the
recent HIV/AIDS prevention policy, which includes the
abstinence until marriage approach supported by the
Bush administration. Bush vehemently supports
Uganda's Yoweri Museweni in his campaign to. reduce
condom usage in Ugandan society, and Beatrice is of one
of many campaigning against the government's abstinence program.
During the eventful dinner, the PIE students
got the chance to view the premier of a video that
Human Rights Watch put together on the abuses that
occurred in the Andijan region of Uzbekistan in May of
this year. On May 13, 2005, the Uzbek army, under the
government oflslam K.arimov, killed over 100 protestors
~ho fled a demonstration in Adjian, east of Uzbekistan.
The Uzbek authorities hounded many families who fled
to neighboring Kyrgyzstan in an attempt to coerce them
into returning to Uzbekistan, where they could face
interrogation and torture.
Many PIE students after the -dinner were
inspired and invigorated by the work of Human Rights
Watch. After the dinner many of us believed more than
ever that no struggle is ever unalterable.
On behalf of all PIE students, I would like to
thank the Institute of International Liberal Education,
Director Susan Gillespie, Marius Zalieckas, Jim and
Mary Ottoway and everyone else who contributed to
making this dinner a success for all of us. Moreover I
would also like to honor the valor of these individuals,
who continually· strive for human rights in their own
societies.
The Darfur Action Campaign would also like
to invite the whole Bard Community to get involved in
its week of action and awareness-raising about the
human rights abuses in the D arfur region.
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Sir,Jarhead is the
Best Movie
of the Year, Sir!
BY TOM HOUSEMAN
In 1986, Oliver Stone, a veteran of the Vietnam War, made
a film about his experiences in Vietnam. Stone's film
Platoon, broke the mold of the war genre because of its
vehement antiwar stance and the power of its message. No
film before or since Stone's masterpiece has had the emotional impact of Platoon, as it faithfully recreated the experience of going through war and coming out a completely
different person. At least, no film has had that emotional
impact until now.
In 1999, Sam Mendes, a theater director from
London, broke into Hollywood with American Beauty, a
fascinating and intense examination of life in suburbia. In
2002 he made the gangster film Road to Perdition, another
beautiful and powerful film that was able to look deep into
human emotion and put the results on screen. Some people might think it would be impossible for Mendes to continue to match the quality of his first two films, but the
streak continues with Mendes' war film jarhead, the best
movie of the year and one of the best war movies ever
made.

Anthony Swofford (Jake Gyllenhall) is a member
of the Marine Corps (called jarheads, because of the style
of the haircut) who wants to follow in the footsteps of his
father, who fought in the Viet Nam War, and prove that he
has what it takes to be a Marine. jarhead examines
Swofford's time in the military, from his time in training
until he finally goes to Kuwait to liberate the country from
Saddam Hussein in the Gulf War, where he waits to fight

for almost six months. The ftlm also looks at the other
Marines with whom Swofford interacts and becomes
friends, including his fellow Marine Troy (Peter Sarsgaard)
and the intimidating Staff Sargeant Sykes (Jamie Foxx).
As Swofford and the other Marines continue to wait until
they are allowed to go into battle, tempers start to rise and
friction abounds in almost every interaction.
}arhead is not an antiwar film in the mold of
Platoon; it does not constantly reiterate the message that
war is horrible, although that idea is certainly brought up.
But jarhead is definitely not a pro-war film, preaching the
glory of war and the pride that killing people instills in the
common man, altl1ough many of the characters spend
much of the film wondering when they will get to kill
some Iraqis. What makes Jarhead so powerful is that it
doesn't feel the need to pick a side in its examination of the
first Gulf War. Each character brings a different opinion of
war with them, whether it is the war-loving Sykes or a
politically-minded Marine who has the guts to tell everyone that the only reason the war is raking place is to get oil
from Kuwait. Consequently. each audience member will
leave with a different opinion as well. jarhead dives deep
into the psyche of the common soldier in the Gulf War,
and what it discovers at the bottom is far more fascinating
than anyone could imagine.
jarhead, running at just under two hours, is a relatively short film compared to big war epics like the 170
minute Saving Private Ryan, but each moment is packed
with drama and the result is an emotionally draining roller
coaster ride. One could look at the events of the film on
paper and say "what a boring war; there isn't any real fighting!" But what makes jarhead so powerful is that it doesn't
need to focus on the blood and guts
aspects of the war to have an impact, and
much of the credit for the film's quality
must be given to scriptwriter William
Broyles Jr. Even more difficult than adapting a novel to the screen is adapting a
memoir, because memoirs contain so
much information that does not fit into a
dramatic narrative, but Broyles Jr. does a
superb job. jarhead is a nearly perfect
script, never giving too much for the audi'";( ence to handle but always providing
· enough to keep the audience enthralled.
~*;}µ.* No ftlm i~ recen.t me~ory has been able
..·::zL » j to enwrap its audience m the story the way
that j arhead does with ease. Just as audience interest might start to wane, the story
changes, keeping viewers on their toes and
~ fascinated by the events of the story.
Whichever aliens lcidnapped Jake Gyllenhall and
replaced him with an incredibly talented impostor should
be given a medal. Before this year Gyllenhall had given a
series of mediocre performances in mediocre films, but he
started this year with an outstanding supporting performance in Proof. Now he takes center stage in jarhead and
gives an absolutely phenomenal performance that encompasses all of the conflicting thoughts and emotions coursing through Swofford during the war. Gyllenhall has

Improvised Genius
BY SOPHIA KRAEMER-DAH LIN
Nov. 4th: Bard Hall spillethed over with students excited to watch the third public performance of Bard's own
Improv troupe, Flashmonster. The show, altematel
advertised as, among others: Lanyard Catheter, Use
Your Words, The Reluctant Viking, A Trashbot's
Dream, The Last Unicorn Show, f\.Jethnography: A
Study of Amphetamine Culture in Annandale's Sylvan
Wilds (By Which We Mean the Actual Woods), Follow
Your Heart, Hellen Keller and the International
Scrabble Olympics, A Very Bulgarian Obstetrician, and
Love in the Deep End, was a smashing success.
Students leaned on walls and crammed in front of and
between the rows of chairs in order to watch.
Statistician and Bard student Adriane Raff-Corwin
counted a total of 120 attendees, about twice the turnout expected.
Flashmonsrer, Bard's all-sophomore Improv
troupe (formerly Bard's all-freshman Improv troupe)
improvised three seperate stories, all complex of plot
and polytonous of humor. The jokes ranged from slapstick to surreal, the characters from believable to absurd.
"They're a good replacement for Olde English," claimed
senior Markus Parninger, perhaps recalling the mostlygraduated comedy troupe's Improv roots. Though it i~
true that Flashmonster does fill the live-humorousentertainment gap that Olde English has vacated, mo$t
will agree that Flashmonster fills it very dijferenl{l"
Flashmonster is a more organic phenomenon, creating
sketches and characters in a second, often surprising
themselves as much as the audience. Though this can
lead to occasional onstage dead-time, not to mention
giggling by performers, there is an energy between the
performers and the audience (and among the performers themselves) that is only possible from improvisation.
There is an emphatic relief when a scene comes off well.
and a more personal surprise when a good joke is delivered. Flashmonster, as an organism, is adept at moving
scenes along and developing interesting situations and : _characters.
The humor ofFlashmonster is not highly transcribable. The acting, the delivery of jokes, the physical
humor (which was exceptionally well-used during this
show) and the surprise element of improv make it
impossible to give an accurate idea of the material presented. Only know that the show ended in a kiss
between two men, one newly-endowed by mystic ritual
and one smeared in e.xcrement, and remember that if it
sounds sophomoric, that's because they are.
The members of the .troupe (Samuel Lang
Budin, Ruth Shannon, Sasha Winters, Jesse Myerson.
Daniel Fishkin, Rachel Schragis, Carl Kranz, Genya
Schimkin, and Maxwell Cosmo Cramer) have agreed to
increase their public performances, so keep an eye out
for the next series of confusing posters.

R eview Continues on Page 9

Flashes of
Flashmonster

Left: Carl Kranz andJesse Myerson close the
show with locked lips.
Above: Samuel Lang Budin
Winters play the cutest round of mini-gob
ever and contemplate a visit to the shooting
range.
fono Bernstein

Ab<Yce: Jesse Alyerson
hides a gun.from Max
Cramer after being
rejected from NASA
as the rut ~.
FlashmQnster watches
from the side.
Right: Society ladies
Carl Krau:t. and Ruth
Shannon prepare to
gun do'lvn some minigo!fers.
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Casey's
Deconstructions
BY HENRY CASEY

Apple's iPod earbuds are the last things I would
ever stick in my ears. I'd rather have the wrinkly,
crooked, and smallpox infested fingers of Donald
Rumsfeld scavenge for my earwax than wear
Apple's rinky-dink earbuds. For serious. Day by
day, the iPod loses every cubic unit of Cool with
which it was birthed. George W. Bush blares
Toby Keith through his earbuds as he bikes
around the White House. The Qµeen of
England jams out to U2 as the surviving members of Monty Python's Flying Circus give her
majesty a full body massage. Hell, even Paris
Hilton has an iPod, custom engraved on the
back with the phone
number of her preferred
free clinic.
Simply put:
the iPod is not as cool
as it used to be.
Everyone and their parents have one. And now
that the iPod is everywhere, we as discerning
listeners and/or style
conscious students need
to realize that the carbuds arc so 2002.
Furthermore, as you use your earbuds more and
more, expect them to break. It will happen, especially if you listen at a high volume. The problem
that Apple's earbuds have had since they were
introduced is that if you listen to them with the
volume turned up to eleven, the sound quality
will break down in a matter of weeks. So avoid
wasting the. time to trash 'em and go get something better for your ears and your style.
Style aside though, the best reason to
upgrade from Apple's carbuds is that when you
use them, you're not hearing as much of your
music as you should be. The more money you put
into headphones, for the most part, the more
audio quality you will get back. You'll hear
nuances that Apple's earbuds cannot catch. You
will appreciate your music more, and your ears
will thank you.
The first alternative to Apple's earbuds
is better earbuds. Sony makes a nice series of
headphones that are similar in shape to Apple's
carbuds, but much, much higher in quality. The
headphones are sold in a product line called
Fontopia, (which admittedly makes not one iota
of sense) which has three current iterations: the
EX51, thl! EX71, and the EX81. The design of
each model is very similar down the line: they
look like typical Apple earbuds, but feature three
different sizes of rubber ear flanges. A flange is
the part on some kinds of earbuds that is both
removable and actually touches the inside of your

ear. For most companies, they will give you at
least a couple different sizes of flanges, so you
can find the pair that makes the earbuds fit most
comfortably. When you buy these headphones
there are two distinctions co watch out for: color
and cord length. I'd suggest you buy the black
headphones rather than the white headphones,
as they scream "Steal Me!" only a little less than
the original apple earbuds do.
While I've only tried the 51s and the
71s word in the land of audiophiles has it that
the 81s are not only of a better form factor (they
feature a plastic hook that goes over and latches
onto your ear), they also have improved the
sound quality. While the 71s exaggerated the
bass levels to, at times, a point of frustration, the
81s have been improved for a more balanced
level of sound one would hope for from headphones that sell for about 30 bucks on
Amazon.com and around 50 bucks in stores. My
favorite feature of all of the Sony Fontopia
Earbuds is that
they are so com fortable, you forget
they're in your
ears.
Next up
are the ever so
popular "I'm an
asshole and don't
:~ want to listen to
what you're saying"
·if+ over
the head
clamshell headphones. They're
the kind Natalie Portman wore in Garden State
for half of the film's running time. Called
"Monitor" or "DJ" headphones by some companies, these big boys don't have the barely-there
presence of the aforementioned and ubiquitous
earbuds. They're here, they're big, and they say a
lot about a person. I'm currently using a pair of
Sony MDR-V150's; they have been adequate for
the couple of mQpths I've_ ?ad them, by.r I do
have issues with them. For example, they suffer
from flimsy manufacturing. Right now, I've got
two bands of masking tape keeping the headphones from getting further damaged. From my
time at WXBC, I have to say I recommend their
model of headphones, Sennhciser's HD 202
Headphones. What stands out about these
imposing headphones is that they were built for
play. Too often, you'll accidentally break your
headphones because pressure was applied to a
joint in the headphones, or another loose part,
much like bow my headphones have gotten so
damaged.
When it comes down to actually buying
a new pair of headphones, nothing matters more
than how well they fit your ears. For this reason
alone, I suggest you inspect the return policy of
the store where you get your headphones. As you
might have noticed, I've listed Amazon prices in
addition to the average retail prices. This is
because the prices are surprisingly lower if you
shop on Amazon. I'm talking a ten to twenty
dollar difference.

'Prince' Billy Live
BY MICHAEL RUBIN

Bonnie 'Prince' Billy, "Will Oldham", or whatever he's
being called these days, is the music I listen to for a week
straight on repeat every January or so, just about the time
the good ol' seasonal depression sets in. It's not that his
music is something that fits as "heartbreak" music or folk
or alt-country or anything of the sort. I would shudder to
classify it as something so trite. His music is some of the
most intimate I have ever heard. The music establishes a
relationship with you alone while listening, to the point
that listening to it with another person detracts from the
meaning.
With that said, Bonnie 'Prince' Billy's newest
album, "Summer in the Southeast," a compilation of various live performances done in 2005, is a quite a surprise.
The difference from the old Will is remarkable. His
meanderings into the beauty of loneliness are gone,
replaced instead by venues full of drunken southerners. It
takes some time to get accustomed to hearing him play to

Clooney's
Masterpiece
BY l<IRIANNA B UTEAU

When I hear people talk about
George Clooney nowadays, it's usually because they are discussing his
political activities or his classic
charm that makes him seem like the
next Cary Grant. Somehow, I think
Mr. Clooney has caught wind of this
babbling and used it all to his advantage, creating Good Night, and Good
Luck, a black and white political
drama set in the 1950s. But whether
he is monopolizing or just indulging
his own interest in a cinematic era
marked at one end by Citizen Kane
and at the other by To Kill a
Mockingbird, it is clear that his heart
and soul are in this movie; what's
more; the effort he put in delivered
powerful results. Good Night, and
Good Luck is an example of stupendous filmmaking, and if the controversy it will generate does not drown
it in the waves of reactionary-interpreted history, "timeless classic"
would be far from a trite label for
this film.

Edward Murrow (David
Strathairn), a reporter for CBS in
the 1950s, has been openly criticizing the anti-communist witch hunts
being Led by Sen. Joseph McCarthy,
unabashed about thereby editorializing the news. Sometimes, he says,
there aren't two equally logical and
balanced views, and real objective
reporting relies on simply speaking
the truth, not presenting opposing
arguments and neglecting to comment. Unfortunately, for all his guts,
Murrow has a tough uphill battle to
fight if he and his team aren't going
to become the victims they want to
defend.
It is a simple story, tightly
and concisely packed into 93 min-

someone other than yourself Once you get over the fact
that this is not your depressed egoistic fantasy of Will
Oldham, it is easy to enjoy this album, which, like its audience, is quite comfortably drunken in tone.
Live albums have a tendency to turn an artist's
collection upside down. Weak songs are made interesting,
and new angles are given to the classics. This is almost the

case here. While he does give life to songs that had none,
more importantly, in my opinion, he absolutely kills some
of my favorites. He butchers "O Let It Be," a song with
an original recording that seems to capture the one and
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utes of smart dialogue and topnotch acting. As Ed Murrow was a
real journalist, this is the kind of film
that could easily follow the normal
biopic route of overemphasizing the
protagonist's personal life and
attempting to make up for what it
Lacks in historical accuracy via melodramatic monologues, but Good
Night, and Good Luck does no such
thing. Clooney clearly has an eye for
period detail; I have watched
enough films from the time in
which this is set co know the
ambiance of the 1950s, and I felt like
I could have been viewing something acrually made in the 50s. The
only thing that stopped me from
thinking this was how some cinematographic techniques were fairly
complex and modern, but since I
would say the director of photography deserves an award for taking full
advantage of black and white film's
aesthetic potential, the cinematography is still excellent. And, despite
the weighty political material,
Clooney avoids pretension; he holds
an important but mild role, be does
not demonize McCarthy, and when
Ed Murrow plainly states his disagreements with America's culture
of fear and with commercialized
mass media, he uses language that is
moralizing but not preachy, eloquent
but not bombastic.
Most significantly, there are no
direct references to
modern
events
although a lesser
fLlmmaker
might
have made them in
hopes of getting
laughs or making ilie
movie's message hit
audience members
between the eyes.
Clooney's subtlety allows him to
present ideas that Michael Moore
and similar directors have also presented- but without becoming a
blowhard. I find this is by far the
better way to go about political cinema, since people are far more likely
to accept a truth wrapped in the grey
of fiction than they are to have it
crammed down their throats. The
illusion of film can be as real as the
world around us. Mr. Clooney, not
only should you pull up a chair by
Cary Grant but you should consider
yourself a comparable director and a
member of the Timeless Classic
Club, because this is possibly one of
the best movies I have ever seen.

only time the song should have been sung. He also disappoints with "Death to Everyone," normally a twisted but
sincere number that he turns into some kind of frat party
when he gives the microphone to the audience for the
chorus a few times.
The rest of the album, however, is exceptional, as
long as you keep in mind that it's live, and that it essentially is not the Will Oldham that you know. It warms up
with some awkward tracks, where you become accustomed
to this new sound of Old.ham's. By the time you get to
"Blokbuster," (one of the albums strongest tracks) you are
comfortable enough to appreciate his approach to a live
show.
The backing female voice of Pink Nasty, and a
backing band, frequently upstage Oldham. This is somewhat ironic, as his voice is the strongest it has ever been.
However, Olclham's voice in a live setting works better
than his signature croon for these tracks, as he shows on
some of the better songs, "Break of Day" and "Nomadic
Revery."
This album will lift some spirits, but is simply not
as unique as Oldham's former work. I suppose it's good to
see him changing it up a bit, a change that is not quite
welcome at first, but with time grows on you with time.
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]arhead, Continuedfrom page
proven himself to be a great actor, and his role in Brokeback
M ountain, coming out later this year, promises to match
what he has done so far.
]arhead is filled with great performances from
every actor, regardless of the size of his part (considering
that the casst is almost exclusively male). Unlike many
other war films, where every character apart from the lead
is totally indistinguishable from any other, there are several soldiers in jarhead who stand out and make the film
even more complex and fascinating. There are ,,.w·ww·
two phenomenal supporting performances in
the film; the first is by Jamie Foxx, who has
proven that his performance in Ray was not a
fluke. In ]arhead, Foxx gives an excellent per- ,
formance as Swofford 's Staff Sargent, a man
who truly loves being a Marine and being at
war. The other is Peter Sarsgaard's, who adds to
hi s already impressive resume, taking on an
incredibly complicated role and giving one of
his best performances yet- one that will hopefully wake up those who have so far ignored
him. Several other small parts are played by
. great actors, including Chris Cooper as a warhungry Lieutenant Colonel and Dennis
Haysbert as a sadistic Major.
But great acting and a great script

Come Out
and Play
BY NOAH WESTON
On the dick-serious, son, my Playstation 2's inability to
talk is the only thing that forces me to have any friends.
While that sentiment may cross several thresholds of
social acceptability, and maybe sanity, it holds true to how
much that wondrous Japanese console does for me on a
regular basis. This month proved no exception as I spent
the last week punching, kicking, and on rare occasions
running scared through the new holyshitstravaganza, The
Warriors. In it, I found a game that not only immerses
players in the movie that inspired it, but the violent revival
of a long dormant gaming genre, the classic "beat-em-up."
As a quick concession, I grant that this game
consists of a lot of fast button pressing without much
complex cerebral engagement. I don't care whether you
respect that or not, since you probably do plenty of lamer
things that I'm either too polite to mock or you're too
ashamed to mention in public. So, in the meantime, spare
me your bloodclot disapproval, and let me get on with this
shit.
For those who have yet to see the film that gave
birth to this game, let me offer a quick synopsis: In late
1970's New York, a charismatic gang leader named Cyrus
has assembled thousands of gang members to offer a new
vision for the future of the city. He contends that if a truce
unified every gang, whose numbers vastly outstrip those of
the police, the once divided thugs could run the entire city.

Dance as a Popular
Art Form
BY GRACE CONVERSE

In a recent father-daughter conversation, the topic of contemporary forward thinking choreographers came up.
After some bickering by the daughter that there are no
real modern dance icons, the father quickly rebounded by
saying "well there is always Merce Cunningham." Merce
Cunningham was the forward thinking choreographic
icon of thirty years ago, but where is today's iconographic
choreographer? And is it this lack of an icon that is causing dance as a popular artform to wane?
Granted there are numerous choreographers
today who are breaking down barriers - Alonzo King,
Twyla Tharp and, to an extent, Dwight Roden and
Desmond Richardson are muddling the line between ballet and modern dance, but are they really creating something that is both new and innovative and that will peak
the general public's interest? Mr. Roden and Mr.
Richardson's company, Complexions, seems to be taking
the biggest step in making modem dance accessible to

cannot save a war movie if it is not well directed. That's
why the best war films were all made by some of the greatest directors of all time, like David Lean (The Bridge on the
River Kwai), Francis Ford Coppola (.Apocalypse Now), and
Steven Spielberg (Sa·v ing Private Ryan). Sam Mendes
made a big leap from the small and intimate films
.American Beauty and Road to Perdition to jarhead, and with
this film proves that he is currently one of Hollywood's
best directors.]arhead is brilliantly directed; the small dia-

logue scenes and the huge explosion-filled scenes are
equally powerful and packed with drama. What stands out
in the film is the excellent cinematography and film editing that transforms scenes that might otherwise be muddled and confusing into fascinating ones. One scene in
particular, when a group of Marines try to brand
Swofford, was edited perfectly so that every aspect of what
is going on is clear. Sam Mendes, working with director of
photography Roger Deakins and film editor Walter
Murch, did an outstanding job with.
From the opening voice over monologue and the
first scene where Swofford is screamed at by his Drill
Sargent,jarhead grabs the audience and drags it into the
harsh world of the Marines and Operation Dessert
Storm. "Welcome to the Suck," says Troy at various
times in the film, and the power ofjarheadis that it really does pull its audience into the Suck- the Marine
Corps. Never romanticizing or glorifying its subject,
]arhead comes as close as any war film ever has to giving
the audience the experience of war, not that anyone can
experience war sitting in a padded seat in an air conditioned room. jarhead is one of the best war film s ever
made, and one of the most powerful films in recent hi story, not because of any message it might convey, but
because of the emotional impact it has on its audience.

~~Hoorw!

Just as the crowd gives its last riotous cheer for this strategy, an unseen gunman kills Cyrus. In the chaos, the gang
responsible shifts the blame on the Warriors, an up and
corning group from Coney Island. AS you must do in the
game, the Warriors have to return to Coney safely with
every gang in New York looking to annihilate them.
But the film's narrative only occupies the very
final portion of the game, and a very thrilling one at that.
The majority of the action takes place in the days leading

•r•~

up to the pivotal meeting, with players assuming the roles
of nearly every Warrior in a series of grueling missions to
take over Coney Island and spread their renown across
New York City. They achieve this by beating the shit out
of other gang members, tagging over rival gangs' burners,
and pillaging local retailers for money and goods. Though
rendering all of this in appreciable detail seems a demanding task, the good people at Rockstar Games go beyond
rising to the challenge. In fact, they clock the challenge in
the face and steal his money to spend it on hookers.
Given that this is a "beat-em-up," the range of

many. There is even the possibility of it becoming trendy,
considering its combination upbeat music- sometimes
rock n roll- sometimes techno with their fast-paced and
timely (as in current events savvy) choreography. But if
they are doing all of this, which would seem to be the way
into the public's heart, why are they not selling out theaters?

It is possible, although the thought is rather pessimistic, that dance is simply not an art form that people
today really feel a connection to. But this does not seem to
be likely. It seems more likely that dance is not growing or
modernizing quickly enough to keep up with the most
appealing (or top selling) art forms like music or film. This

.

action does not go further than various combinations of
punching, kicking, and throwing, but the environment and
sheer variety and number of different enemy interactions
more than compensate for that. Blandly, you can just batter at a foe with a series of punches and kicks, yet you have
so much more latitude than that. You can take a single
opponent, hit him with a smattering of punches and kicks,
and then, while he wobbles in a daze, hurl him through a
Laundromat window. If he still gets back up, you can
always nail him with an assortment of weapons, from
brooms, to bricks, to pipes, to anything else you can pick
up (which is a lot).
It would be difficult to play a game based on a
quintessential New York movie without New York, and
again, Rockstar delivers. Although you enjoy less freedom
and interaction than in the Grand Theft Au.to SCTies. the
levels feature impressive detail, offering a welcome resem blance to the film's original desolate urban backdrop. This
is a maze of decaying side streets and back alleys that all
seem to portend some ~d shit, or at least as wild as you
can get in a video game.
For those who have seen the film, which I deem
an absolute prerequisite, this is more than just highly artful escapism. The Warriors realizes the potential of video
games to extend the viability of another media product in
a way that enhances your enjoyment of both that doesn't
smack of commercial exploitation. Even though the
money's bound to fly around on all sides, it would be hard
for someone to make a game this fun or immersive just for
the profit. Clearly, Rockstar does it for the love of the
material, and for that they deserve money, peerages, maidens, or anything else they will take in exchange for their
services. Cop The Warriors immediately and get to wrecking, motherfuckers.

brings up the issue of distinguishing between art and
entertainment. It seems that dance, along with other performing arts, has the ability to bridge this gap. Perhaps the
waning popularity of dance and people's lack of knowledge about dance comes from <lance's inability to keep up
with the expectations of today's entertainment. It often
seems that if something is not fast paced with a transparent message, like most TV shows and top selling movies
are, it cannot be classified as entertaining.
Is dance only entertaining to those who also participate in the art form? Conversations with dancers abour
dance are drastically different than conversations with
non-dancers on dance. Why is it that non-musicians can
have endless conversations about music simply because
they are appreciators, but a non-dancer may barely be able
to tell you the name of a contemporary choreographer?
Herein lies the issue of the need for a pioneering
choreographer who can excite non-dancers about dance
and define dance for this generation. Today's generation of
dancers should not have to be reliant on past generations
- Graham's generation, Limon's generation, Ailey's generation - for definition of style. Dancers of today need
something or someone that is new, timely, inventive, and
above all else, accessible on the same level as other performing arts.
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Perceptionists Bring
Black Dialogue

To Bard
BY HENRY CASEY

......

It was your average Bard concert, except that it was rap
music, and ten times better. It had y,our Bard concert staples:
kids in the front row who knew every word, a table near the
entrance selling CD's, a non-Bard-band opening act that
nobody's ever heard of, and at least one kid who acts like it
pains him - Mr. Hipper Than Thou - even to be there; but
the headliners weren't some noise rock hipsters whose master plan is to deafen the world's college student population in
a single tour. On November 5th, The Perceptionists - Mr. Lif
and Akrobatik - rapped the shit out of the MPR.

bringing their A-Game to impress The Perceptionists, currently signed to Deftnitive Jux, the indie rap dusterfuck of
choice. This resulted in an hour-long wait that dispersed the
audience, who most likely made their way to Down The
Road to gank a Choco Taco or two. So when Cool Calm
Pete an~ Junk Science finally came on, I expected nothing
but the illest. What I got was straightup horrendous. While
CCP and JS had a single decent song, some nameless 80's- Io the .fishbowl .room of the Campus Center, which
throwback-sounding song telling the audience to brush their was playing the job of a green room for the night, I
teeth, ~hey were definitely not worth the wait. But during the got a chance to have some words with Mr. Lif and
meant:tme, the crowd got to listen to The Minstrel Show, a Akrobatik. Also backstage, representing Bard media,
phenomenal CD by Little Brother, which I should have was Sara Frier, a WXBC DJ representing her show
reviewed in this paper and am finally taking the time to rec- Manifes't0estiny,(4pm-6pm Friday). She asked The
Perceptionists que$tlons that came from the list of
ommend.
questions
James Lipton usually asks his guests on
As Mr. Lif and Akrobatik got ready to take the
Inside
The
Actors Studio.
sta~e, I finally got excited about the show. People had been
asking me all week if I was excited and, to be honest I wasn't. I've _seen 1:'he Perceptionists before, and wasn't terribly WXB?: Whaes your favorite word?
taken with their live show. Maybe it was because it was a 25- Mr. Lif. Word.
minute-long set at Irving Plaza, where they were sandwiched Akrobatik: (pauses) Literally.
i~ with the en_tire Def Jux roster. But in the MPR it finally WXBC:.What's your least favorite word?
hit me that this was the biggest rap show I was going to see Akrobatik: Hungry
during my time at Bard, and I knew I had to just throw out Mr. Lif Fandango
my worries and annoyances and get the fuck down. The · WXBC: What's your favorite noise to hear?
Perceptionists agreed, and they opened up with "Let's Ahobatik: My mother's voice.
Move," which got the audience to mO'Ue; heads were nod- WXBC: Least favorite noise?
ding, fists pumping, feet stomping, asses snaking, necks Ak. And LiE Either feedback from the speakers or
break.in?, and it didn't stop ti! they left the stage. My person- George W. Bush's voice.
al favonte song of the night was "Love Letter," and I didn't WXBC: If you had to have a dHferent job, what
even know if the song would be good for a live show. I had wquld it be?
pegged it for a you-and-your-headphones cut, but Lif and Akrobat:ik: Well, I've been trying for a few years now
Akrobatik made me see otherwise, getting hip hop heads to to be a pi;ofessional wrestler. I even went to wreslting
sing along to a chorus that goes, "You don't even know I exist school. Thing is threw my back out. Then we went
that's why I'm writing you this - love letter, love-love-love on tour, and r havn't had the time for it.
letter." Or maybe I'm just corny.
"WXBC: What do you want God to say to you when
The obvious highlight of Mr. Lif and Akrobatik's you reach the pearly gates?
set was "Memorial Day," the most anti-Bush song of their Mr. LU: Well, lwant my stats. You know, what I've
set. The chorus bellows: "Where are the weapons of mass done, my stats. And ... "You did good man, you did
destr~ction? We've been l~okingfor months and we ain't found good." B~t.~ah, most o~ all, !11Y stats.
nothmg. Please Mr. President tell us something. We knew from Akro~tik: What up mgga?
the begining that your ass was bluffing.• By the time that At this moment, I believe their manager threw his hand
everybody in the audience (especially those that didn't walk in the air and cmd ou.t, "Flag on the play."
into the show having downloaded a copy of the Observer: Who is your least favodte member of the
Percep~oni~t's album Black Dialogue) had time enough to Bush :'-dministrati:on?
learn that simple chorus, Lif and Akrobatik had the entire Mr. Lif: Donaid Rumsfekl.
room chanting along with them.
Alaobati1c Cheney; he's just demonic, the sleazyne5$
The show was not just made of material off of Black of running a business and then using it co pro.fit durDialogue; they played some old shit and some brand new ing war time.
shit. For example, Lif performed "Live From The Observer: What's the song you'd never want to hear
Plantation," off of the phenomenal I, Phantom, giving the as a rington.e on someone's cell phone?
kids wh~ weren't that familiar with BD something to sing Mr. Lif: .Knocl<ing Boots by Candyman.
along with. The Perceptionists even broke out some new Akrobatik: The Star Spangled Banner. not because
material, a track call.ed "Let It Out." After their standard set l'm unpatriotic: (pinches his custom made New
was o~er, they took a minute or two for some freestyling. I England Patriots jersey], but because thar song sucks.
proceeded to wait for my interview (see sidebar), there was a Obsen'et: If a Boston team isn't in the finals for
cipher starting outside, and students were mobbing Mr. Lif whatever sport is being played, who do you root for?
and Akrobatik for autographs and CD's; all in all, this was Botb:Thcre are cities outside ofBoston?
definitely a show to remember.

Backstage with
The Perceptionists

!

The concert, brought to the campus thanks to The
Entertainment Committee and some prodding from Noah
Weston, also featured the talents of BPM, Cool Calm Pete,
and Junk Science. BPM, comprised of Noah Weston, Jesse
Myerson, and Akie Bermiss, was the only Bard group on the
bill. They came on just after 9 PM, when the show was to
start, and played a great half-hour set. This set was one
knockout after another with joints like, "Steppin' On My
Tims," "Memory Lane," and their newest "MySpace,"which
I really hope they include in their rotation. And when compared to the "signed talents" that went on after them, BPM
showed an energy that went far beyond the "stand-still-andrap-like-I'm-on-R.italin" approach that Cool Calm Pete and
Junk Science embodied.
If you had your ears open during the time from
when BPM performed to when CCP and JS came on, you
would have definitely heard about the hissy fit that CCP and
JS were throwing backstage. They did not want to perform
until Mr. Lif and Akrobatik showed up, with the intent of

Madonna Is the
Dancing Qieen
BY NICHOLAS UGBODE

'-

The long awaited new Madonna album has finally arrived
and consensus is that it was well worth the wait.
Confessions on a Da11ce Floor is a 56.4 minute non-stop
dance marathon. The album goes from song to song continuously, with no gaps between tracks, so it feels like a
personal DJ mix session on your iPod. It truly is a spectacular comeback on her part and the album is most definitely worth checking out, whether you're a Madonna fan or
not.
The opener, and first single, of the album is
"Hung Up." This song borrows a sample from Abba's
"Gimme Gimme Gimme," and is the epitome of disco.
The purpose of the album, Madonna said, is to prompt
one to start dancing and have fun with the CD."] want
people to jump out of their seats. It's about having a good
time straight through and non-stop." And truthfully, this
track achieves that goal of disco-mobilization, if you will.
"Hung Up" starts off impressively and keeps up the pace
throughout, and the amazing thing is that it is stylistically layered. As "Hung Up" winds down towards the end, the
next track rapidly kicks in.
The next song on the album is "GetTogether."It
starts off with a rousing bell ringing and then slow vibrations as the repetition of the word "confusion" undulates

album; just when you think it's over ... BAM! It's still going
strong. By far my favorite next to "Hung Up."
, Something also has to be said about the following songs before I deal with the third most impressive on
the album, "Isaac."The song "Let It Will Be," besides its
odd name, features a really interesting and semi-seductive
bass line. With songs like this, which require massive sex
appeal to be carried off impeccably, rm afraid it's best left
up to Kylie Minogue. A good try though, as the song can
still be a floor filler. The next is "Push," which is a love
song with a very funky beat. The last song is "Jump," which
is really enjoyable. It starts with a plucking beat and the
statement, "There's only so much you can learn in one
place/the more that I wait/the more time that I waste."
The song is very interesting and the beat is very impressive, but the lyrics are overly featured, which hrings the
song down a few notches.
The last song on the album that will definitely be
a hit is "Isaac." It's a stunning amalgamation of wild
One of the most amazing songs on the album is rhythms, lots of strings and guitars, and a mesmerizing
"I Love New York."lt starts off with the word "brilliance" Hebrew chant. This is what solidifies the album and
(from the previous song) echoing quite perfectly in the moves it past the realm of experimentation. No lyrics or
background. lt starts, "I don't like cities/But I like New snippets of the song can do it justice, it warrants listening
York/Other places/Make me feel like a dork/Los Angeles to in its entirety. If nothing else, because the lyrics could
is for/People who sleep/Paris and London/Baby you can be better, the beat and background make th.is song very
keep ... Baby You can keep." It has a very vivacious feel to striking.
it filled with attitude- very New York. It features a bangConfessions on a Dance Floor hits stores today. A
ing dance tune and a swipe at George Bush as she sings, music video for the song "Hung Up" has been released.
"If you don't like my attitudeffhen you can Fuck off/Just The opening scenes are Madonna grinding her pelvis into
go to Texas/Isn't that where they golf?/New York is not for a dance floor and that theme is carried through the video
little pussies who scream/If you can't stand the heat!fhen as she grinds her pelvis on men, women, and a boom box
get off my street.. .Get off my street." It's a very remark- over the course of the energetic video. Definitely worth
able dance song and one of the better features of the· checking out.

and ultimately leads into the opening lyrics. "Do you
believe that we can change the future/It's an illusion/I
don't care/Can we get together/I really wanna be with
you/C'mon check it our with me/I hope you feel the same
way too" she sings while the pulsations of the beat back the
vocals. "Get Together," is the embodiment of dance music
because it encompasses the vital elements that really bring
a song home and bring it up to 'jam' status (i.e. that's my
jam!). The song that follows, "Sorry," has some hype developing around it for some bizarre reason. It truly is one of
the weaker and more generic songs on the album.
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the task.
At two and one quarter hours, Get
Rich is long, and,jn my opinion, far too long.
Different segments seem so disjunctive that
the fragmented result is more like a few
shorts than a feature. Case in point, the film
opens with a botched robbery and the conBY DAN1EL CLINE
sequent capping that Fifty is so famous for.
With Marcus's mother dead, Marcus not far
from death himself, and all of it resulting
Driving to Newburgh to see Get Rich or Die from insidious betrayal, the story unfolds
Tryin' I couldn't help but think of 8 Mile. centrally around a who-dunnit thrust. But
Just like Eminem's loosely autobiographical halfway through the movie these questions
film about a rapper struggling in Detroit, are answered in a full circle revelation scc.11e
Fifty Cent adopts the persona of Marcus for that is embarrassingly obvious. At that
his own quazi-autobiography. It may seem point I hoped for the credits to roll, but no
as though he is just following the protocol such luck. The film continued to limp along
laid down by the master hand, and that the with its lead-filled star, its splinters painfulnominal legerdemain is a meaningless imi- ly shoved into my brain.
tation; a substitution of the Curtis for a
Considering that the movie is
Marcus, just as Eminem swapped the about a rapper's life, one would naturally
Marshall for a Jimmy Smith, in the attempt expect a strong soundtrack, but here too
to make what is fundamentally a film auto- Fifty falters . The monosyllabic, uninspiring
biography into a more broadly applicable lyrics and recycled bland beats stand as a
piece. I drove to the theatre contemptuous- milestone of the degeneration of artist who
ly aware of the single-minded marketing made it big with such greats as "High All
motivations - first you get the hit song, then the Time." Perhaps Fifty diehards won't be
you get the movie, then you get the sound- disappointed with this new album, but even
track and the video game - but I have to say if it was good, it doesn't get the time to
that I did not drive away with my suspicions shine. Compared to the modestly effective
completely confirmed.
prevalence of Eminem's tunes in 8 Mile,
Get Rich or Die Tryin' is directed by Fifty's music seems only marginally present
the acclaimed Jim Sheridan (My Left Foot, in this film.
In America), a fact that surprised many critThe atmosphere created for this
ics who were, nevertheless, quite unim- movie seems to have all the standard icons
pressed with the Fifty-Sheridan fusion. of urban warfare.
The hot-blooded
This could be because of the juxtaposition of Columbian rivals, the dance club shootouts,
the overt Christ references alongside the and the omnipresence of the fuzz (while
film's brutal celebration of criminal acts of watching I noticed that they managed to get
violence. In fact, the theme of spiritual and a cop car in pretty much every outdoor
physical resurrection (Fifty's prison experi- scene) are nothing new, a fact which has relence and rehabilitation from the whole evance for the entire catastrophic rags-toshot-nine-times incident) tries to vie with riches reprocessing of Hollywood cliche.
In the final climactic scene of
tecnines for screen time. The inherent contradictions within the message of a rapper Fifty's triumph (his first show as "Young
whose dialogue is limited to the gangster Caesar") he comes on stage in his standard
pantheon of subjects (money, power, murder Kevlar costume only to ditch it and assume
and the hos) but prefaces his body of work a topless crucifixion stance. The Christ
with the claim of transcending the gore of imagery was, for me, the most difficult elethe street, is only brought into extreme relief ment of this disaster to reconcile with reality. As Mike Bell adds, "In reality, Fifty Cent
by this scattered film.

When Tryin'
Isn't Enough

up

to

In the beginning we are briefly wasn't nailed to the cross for our sins - he
exposed to the childhood of Marcus (played was shot nine times for his" (JAM!
by Marc John Jeffries) and the beginnings of MOVIES) . Furthermore, although the
his MC ambitions. His earliest rhymes as whole premise of the Fifty mystique is his
"Young Caesar" are especially amusing in escape from the game, with all its gratuitous
their capacity to display Fifty's growth as an violence, this is his main selling point and
artist. He is, it appears, still working within means of strategic capitalization.
Right now the critics are roundly
the limitations of a pre-pubescent understanding of the language of his craft. It is a lambasting Get Rich or Die Tryin', which is
grim transition from Jeffries to the acting of no more than Jim Sheridan and Fifty Cent
Curtis Jackson, whose mono-expressive tal- deserve for their work. I can only hope that,
ent shames Keanu Reeves's ability to face having fully secured his wealth, Fifty will
the most dramatic of situations while just top tryin'.
remaing utterly stone-faced. Even though
Fifty is playing himself, he seems not quite

Music You

Should Be
Listening To
BY O MER SHAH
Attention Bard College, put down your
D eath Cab for Cutie, Brian Eno, and
M .I.A., there's more to life. Actually,
I'm not sure if there is more to life than
M .I A. so on second thought, don't put
that down quite yet. H oweverm below
are six bands and artists you should
keep your eye on next time you are at
your favorite record store, or rather, on
Direct Connect.
We are Scientists: So basically, this

However, I am hesitant about the
group because they have a lot of awkward religious shit on their record. It's
not that I'm passing judgement on
people who believe in God and want to
praise him or whatever, but it's like Tori
Amos or Ben Folds writing songs
about their kids- I just don't need that
shit in my life. But initially on Hello,
Dear Wind it's all very I'm-lookingfor-a-savior-in-these-dirty-streets sort
of commentary, then when I picked up
their debut album Come, I'm a Lion,
there's all this "God loves as a stranger,
God loves as creator." Regardless, try
them out and you might get absorbed
in the sunny quality of their music and
forget about some of the lyrics. Fans of
Death Cab for Curie, Belle &
Sebastian and/or Sujan Stevens should
check them out.
Silversun Pickups: Silversun Pickups
are named after a liquor store in LA,
but what's really important
about them is that their
debut EP is fierce. The
opening track uKissing
~ Families" might be my
favorite new song of 2005,
with startling vocals and
great lyrics. Ir's exciting to
hear such a strong EP
'"%.~ from a really young band,
' like Yeah Yeah Yeah's EP
good, with half the
hype.They have a full
length album coming early
2006.
Grizzly Bear: Grizzly Bear
are most likely something
you'll hate upon first listen. They are kind of
bizarre-ish folk music. The songs are
really tender and sweet, but musically
they can get a little gratuituous. Songs
off of their remix CD have been leaking. I might be digging them more
than the initial release Hom of Plenty.
But Horn of Plenty is really stunning if
you're in the mood for some sad sad
music. Fans ofXiu Xiu, Akron/Family,
and Animal Collective should definitely check this group out.
Laura Veirs: Female singer-songwriter
of the moment for me, Laura Veir's

band is for that little part of you that is
really mainsrream and terrible.
Negotiating the terrain of bands that
sound like The Killers, Bloc Party,
Interpol, and other various boys-withguitar bands can become stressful and
overwhelming. But let's face it, that
moment when you're drunk and someone puts on "Mr. Brightside" just for
laughs, and everyone dances and sings
along and thinks about how they listen
to that CD all the time when no one
who's cool or good looking is aroundwell that just isn't
as fun as it used to
be. This is where
We Are Scientists
step in; they are a ~~
three-piece band
from California,
who sound like
the Killers, and
whom you can
pretend that you
don't like.
The Gossip: I
realized that I've
written about this
band before, but
I'm just more and
more impressed
with their new
material.
The
group has a new
album out in
January, but they 11~
just released a 7" ~ 1
with their new single "Standing In the 2005 release Year of Meteors, is really
Way of Control" featuring a remix by memorable. It's largely a dry record,
Le Tigre, which should have you danc- but I think it's in her dry vocal delivery
ing when you're sober and alone. I'm that really makes her work remarkable.
expecting really big things from this She is fresh off an opening spot for
group come 2006. For the time being, Sufjan Stevens this fall and this
check out their last release, Movement, January she's opening for Colin Meloy
which is full of blues-punk goodness.
of The Decemberists' solo tour.
Page France: This group has a lot of Definitely check out her single,
really nice pop songs with pretty gui- uGalaxies," another of my favorite
tars and xylophones. I recommend songs of the year.
their 2005 release Hello, Dear Wind.
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Redefining the Bard .Community

......

Th.is is not an editorial about why you should have voted in the local elections last week. Some of you
voted, some of you didn't; all of you have your reasons. A lot of you probably sprouted gray hairs over
the election results or over the noise about the election results. We don't want to give you gray hairs.
The results are. telling, but they don't simply speak to a climate of political apathy at Bard. In
fact, many Bard kids aren't apathetic at all. Last year there was a great deal of mobilization around election time, which sent Bard students to the polls in record numbers, and found many campaigning for
John Kerry in Dutchess County and in Pennsylvania. Moreover, Bard students are often responsible for
coordinating political and charitable efforts including the Darfur Action Campajgn, the Student Labor
Dialogue, the Katrina relief effort, and many TLS projects, just to name a few. Sure, there is a palpable
barrier of cynicism to get through in order to engage many students in political dialogue, and many
more express feelings of helplessness when confronted with the barrage of causes pasted up in posterform everywhere on campus. Yet, to say those students "just don't care" is perhaps too harsh. It's a chaotic, overwhelming world, and every person must find his or her own balance between public engagement
and personal sanity. As college students, it's understood that we're still searching for that equilibrium.
The problem, then, does not seem to be one of apathy as much as one of insulation and disconnect. While we talk endlessly about the "Bard commuruty," the common perception is that this community does not extend outside of campus boundaries, even though it's improbable that any of us will confine ourselves to campus d11ting our time here. However, let's look beyond physical space. A community
is, by definition, a group of people living in the same locale or with the same interests. To say that we
don't share the same locale as citizens of Red Hook or Kingston is simply absurd. To say that you share
none of the same interests is either shortsighted or downright elitist. There is clearly a need to redefine
the "Bard community" to include those who live nearby, albeit outside of, our much talked about "bubble."
To explain why they don't feel like a member of the surrounding community; most Bai:d ]<lds
will cite the fact that they are only here for four years (hopefully)J and spend much of those four years
traveling back and forth to home. The problem with this outlook is that it lacks depth offield. Though
we as individuals are transitory, as an instirutioh and a community unto it:Self; Bard is constant. Whether
or not you go into Red Hook to do your homework at the White Rabbit or have dinner at the Curry
House, whether or not you shop at Hannafords or the 1GA, whether or not. you ever step foot ln Tivoli,
you are a part of the larger community. The people who stop for you at the crosswalk? Those a.re towns~
people. The people who speed by and nearly run you down? Those are also townspeople. The professors
who teach you and the ServiceMaster employee who cleans your dorm and Cliff-they're all townspeople. Consider the way in which the student and the townsperson constantly affect each other's lives. Are
not all of them, in one way or another, members of the Bard community?
If you still do not feel a bond with the members of the Batd community with whom you don't
attend classes, we'd llke to draw your attention to OfJe last detail: Flip to page two and read about the
white supremacist rally in Kingston. Does that provoke a ~~ngxeaction ip }'ou? Stionget,.thrui }Vhen
you read about the same type of rally mToledo, Ohio? Ye1fi~·· s0'ftf ii that? BecaUff,..;U11e&n.
Because you know people who send their kids to Kingston High: Because suddenly you realiie t~tyou
do share interests with many local citizens--the importance of racial harmony and the need to battle
irrational hatred. In this issue and in many others you have allies where you least expect them-right
next-door. It's time that we acknowledge these allies as members of our community and begin treating .
them as such.
TUE EDlTORS

contested positions for the Democrats.
At the candidates' returns party in Tivoli, everyone got up and talked about what a remarkable victory it
was that we contested every position, what a rem?Jkable
BY JESSE MYERSON
victory it was that we got so close. Every single
Democratic candidate thanked us for facilitating the
Joe Hill said, "Don't mourn; organize!" Jesus Christ, I am remarkable victory that was Bard's high turnout, more
than quintupling tHe number of Bard students who voted
sick to death of reciting that fucking quotation.
The Red Hook Democrats lost across the board in the last non-presidential election. Well I'm sick of this
last Tuesday, the closest-Jonah Triebwasser-coming kind of victory. I'm ready for the kind of victory that's
within a mere 71 votes of his opponent for town Justice. accompanied by a win.
To be fair, if I don't agree with it, I at least
The Bard Democrats registered roughly soo·Bard students to vote in Red Hook and roughly 170 actually did. respect the position held by conscientious non-voters.
That constitutes 34%. Even twice that much is considered And I understand it. Also, if you don't feel like a member
a D on an exam. Someone explain to me how it went so of the Red Hook community and viewed your vote as
somehow an imposition on the people of this town, you're
totally wrong.
Granted, those of you who did vote ought to be also not my concern, though I think you're very wrong.
commended. But you ought not to be exceptional. For a What I'm worried about is those who couldn't be bothcollege where everyone's going to save the environment, ered to vote.
If you registered to vote and did not do it, you
achieve justice in Bhopal, and never wear leather, the idea
behaved in a way that is destructive of democratic princithat we can't even vote is remarkable.
1f you were one of the more than 300 non-vot- pals. There are single mothers working two jobs who are
ing registered students and you spent a half hour doing disenfranchised de facto because they just don't have the
anything that you didn't have to, you made the decision to time to stand in long lines to vote. By squandering the
fail democracy. In what's supposed to be a thinking pop- luxury you possess and they don't, you disgraced them
ulation, you had no business creating facebook photo along with every architect of representational democracy
albums or watching Napoleon Dynamite for the tenth and anti-Monarchism. I mean, if Iraqis can risk their lives
to vote in a sham election, surely you could have given up
time when there was voting to do.
I just don't understand it. We led a massive reg- a half hour to actually influence a real one.
I am so tremendously disappointed in you, Bard.
istration drive. We called every single registered student,
twice. We knocked on every single registered student's And I don't want to hear anymore about Nike, th.e WfO,
door. We sat outside in the cold from 6:00 am to 8:00 pm and rain forests from any of those 330 or so of you who
with coffee and doughnuts. What on Earth was so impor- didn't vote. You're guilty.
tant that 71 of you couldn't fulfill the most basic function
of citizenship in a democracy? Let alone the hundred fifty
that would have secured an astounding three out of five

Guilty

'-.'.'
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SLC Survey Results
In!
Students want more
autonomous social space,
rocket-packs
BY

ADAM }ANOS

This October, the Student Life Committee conducted a
survey of the Bard student body, asking them to respond to
the open-ended prompts: "What do you like about Bard?"
"What do you dislike about Bard?" and "Other comments." This request - which took place in the Campus
Center and Kline Commons - was met with a great variety of responses. Some people immediately began to furiously scribble their master plan for-the school in the tiniest of print on both sides of the paper. Others told us that
we would never get anything done and we should just piss
off because they wanted to eat their burgers in peace, goddamnit.
Well, survey results are in! And despite the cynicism of some students, a whopping five hundred and
seven of our peers took the time to tell us what they
thought about the school.
Now, before I get into the actual results of the
survey, I will not make the mistake of assuming that you all
know what the Student Life Committee is; prior to this
semester I certainly had no idea. The Student Life
Committee is a small faction of student government dedicated to dealing with the non-academic concerns of the
student body. So if you think that there isn't enough
autonomous student space, or that budget forum is a
drunken circus that took all your money, or that Avian flu
is a serious problem and that we should stop serving chicken in Kline then we're the people to talk to. Everything
else (like registration, or the stringent requirements of the
photo department) falls out of our jurisdiction.
Thus, when one student griped, "There should be
rocket-packs for every student, and Leon Rotstein should
teach the rocket-pack class," we find ourselves presented
with a complaint that falls out of our jurisdiction.
Nonetheless, the aim of this survey was not only to present
the Student Life Committee with a workload for the year
(though it does do that), but also to make public what
exactly students' priorities are when it comes to the future
of their Bard experience.
The first question, "List three things you like
about Bard," resulted in a close race between: the scenery,
the students, the classes, and the faculty. In the end, the
scenery at Bard was just too beautiful to be trumped by
anything else, and came away with 173 votes. In fact, love
of the scenery was so strong that one student even complained "there are not enough big trees, for climbing." To
that student, the SLC has but this to say: just wait. Slowly
but surely, the trees we do have will continue to grow bigger.
The faculty was the second most appreciated
thing at Bard, followed closely by students. This comes as
some surprise to me, seeing that only students filled out
this survey, and I urge someone to survey the faculty and
see if these results place in reverse order amongst the professors, or if the professors are simply more appreciated in
general
Another thing that was quite apparent on the survey was
the number of students who seemed charmed by the rights
bestowed on them at this school: this was expressed
through the phrases "freedom" (#8, 39 votes), "security policy" (#14, 16 votes) and "access to drugs/lenient drug policy" (#18, which - ironically enough - came into a dead tie
with "intellectual rigor/standards" at 13 votes).
Now, one might ask, "But Adam, what will the
Student Life Committee do with all these positive
remarks? How do you fix something that ain't broke?"
Well, to that person I would respond by telling them that
knowing these trends are very important for the Student
Life Committee, because they help the Stu.d ent
Government know what NOT to do. For example, let us
say that some students complained that budget forum was
a terrible process (and in fact, 43 did). Knowing that 15
students countered this complaint by saying that they
enjoyed budget forum and hope that it stays as a Bard policy profoundly affects the way the Student Life
Committee sets our agenda and chooses our battles.
And with that ... on to the battles we will choose!

Continued on page 13
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SLC Survey, continuedfrom page 12
Of the 507 students that filled out swveys, a solid 203 complained that
an autonomous student space was one of the student body's most pressing needs. This was far and away the most popular comment on the
entire survey. This result works in conjunction with the petition which
Tanner Vea has circulated on the same issue, because it shows the
degree to which students are upset about the lack of student space when
compared to other needs. And - as many students know - after this
survey was completed, Central Committee Secretary Matt Wing met
with President Botstein and was able to convince the President to begin
fundraising for this very project. Now while this is all well and good,
there was a strange trend among respondents to link this new student
space to the Old Gym. "Bring back the Old Gym," some said. "Make
a NEW Old Gym," said others.
I don't know how to put this lightly, so I'm just going to say it:
there will be no more Old Gym. It's dead. It doesn't exist It's gone.
Fmito. And while many of us loved that space, it is silly and nostalgic
to muddle our desire for a student space with our desire to bring that
crumbling fire-hazard back to life. They are not the same thing, and a
new Student Space will not be a new Old Gym.
Other people complained that they wanted a new student
space, but that it doesn't matter how much they want it because it won't
be built before they graduate. I find this view to be terribly selfish. Just
as the pragmatic burden of building this new student space falls upon
the underclassmen who will be able to reap the benefits of it, the moral
burden to be active in helping with the efforts should fall on upperclassmen. When the class of 2006 got to Bard, we had a student space, and
we had one for two solid years. To now say that the next student space
is not our concern is to completely disregard the notion of kinship with
our fellow students. And while I would not be so misguided as to suggest that we as graduates of Bard will leave any sort of legacy behind us,
I do think that fostering a Bard community that extends beyond our
time at this school would be advantageous for all of us (Just ask
Princeton. Or the Army).
The second most common complaint related to Kline and the
various dining facilities. 172 students suggested that we make Kline
better, and many attached comments: extend Kline hours, leave Manor
Lounge open for dinner. Less salt in the soup, more "real" juice. More
flatware, less tofu. More ice cream, less fish. The list goes on and on,
perhaps partly due to the fact that many people filled this swvey out
while eating their meals. And yet on Wednesday, November 9th, a Food
Forum was held in the committee room to address these very issues, and
the turnout was absolutely pathetic. This Forum was announced in
Kline and well-advertised via posters and the Bard announce e-mail
service. Personally, I do not mind that people didn't show up-I'm fine
with my burger and fries and artificial grape juice, and I will continue
to eat this every meal with little variation. But for that finicky eater out
the.re who suggested that the lack of chunky peanut-butter was killing
them, I wonder why you didn't attend ...
The rest of the complaints are a bit of a crapshoot; many don't
like the registration process, the budget allocation process, or the constant construction (and there will be an info session/open forum on this
as well. On November 16th, at 7 PM, in the Kline Committee Room,
Jim Brudvig, the Vice President of the Administration, is going to discuss all construction plans ... including the student space). Some students complained that there were too many parties, some complained
that there were not enough parties, and still a third faction of students
complained that the parties were not good enough. A large number of
students complained about the attitude of their fellow students (#8, 35
complaints), with a markedly high number of students noting the
whack path-etiquette. My fellow students, I highly encourage you to
say hello to one another on the paths. Survey results highly suggest that
no one will think you are a loser for doing so; while many students complained that not enough people say hi, not one complained about overly-friendly pathway encounters. Many students complained about the
restrictive library hours (#16, 14 complaints), and so the Student Life
Committee has been working to open a space on campus that will provide late-night study hours. This space may be the library, it may be
another space (say, the faculty dining area), or it may be a little of each.
A trial run should take place this semester, a few weeks prior to intersession through the end of finals week. It should be noted here that the
main objection we got from the administration to opening up a 24-hour
study space was that such a space has been granted to the student body
in the past, but that these locations tend to devolve into 24-hour party
spaces, with the students leaving the room a mess of pizza boxes, beer,
and vomit each and every night. So when the space is announced this
winter, please don't be that guy who pukes all over it.
Finally, you will see at the end of this survey a list of the top 50
likes and dislikes that you (the student body) expressed to us (the
Student Life Committee) this fall. Ultimately, there was far more information given than I could write about and analyze, but I strongly
encourage you to glance over the information and if you feel like a
pressing need is not being addressed, to let the Student Life Committee
know (slc@bard.edu) that it's important to you. Because while we are
here to represent you, we can only do this if you take the time to make
your voice heard. So to the five- hundred and seven of you who chose
to fill one of these out, we thank you for your contribution. And to the
hundreds of you who did not ... we dutifully represent you as well, and
are at your beck and call anytime you feel the need to use us.

Top 50 Bard Student

Top 50 Bard Student
"D.islikes" ,

"L·1_
lK.eS"

Campus/Scenery 173 Votes

Student space 203 V'<>tes
Kline, variety offoods and healthiness 172
Registration day/proeess 53
Campus activities, especially parties, international
activities, week.end activities, general variety 50
Budget forum/process 43
Housing, especially lack of space and quality 42
Constr\lction 41
Student attitude, especially apathy, meanness, not
saying hi, acting too cool for school 35
Student-teacher ratio 24
Frequency of shuttle 24
Off campus transportation 23
Restri.ctiveness of meal plan 22
Lack ofstudent diversity 21
Library in ~ner;U, and not enough books 18
Hours of fOOd availability, no 24 hour food 16
Library hours 14
Disorganized administration 11
Room draw11
Cleanliness of dorms and campus, frequency of
trash removal 11
Student/administration communications 10
Increasing size of student body 9
Homogenous music s.cene, especially more hip
hop and ja2!'L 8

Faculty 155
Stude.nts/Friendsl"People" 148
Course offi:rings/Qµallty of classes 135
Campus activities/clubsr especially cooccm,
movies, parties, lect:Urcs 7l
Atmosphere 59

Small dass size 52
Freedom 39
Kline 26
Housing.24
Community 24
Rural Locations 23
Availability and accessibility ofstaff and faculty
21

Security 16
Budget Forum 15
Support (including financial) for clubs/student
projects 15
Attractive students 14
Access to drugs/lenient drug policy 13
Intellectual rigor/standards 13
Athletics and new soccer field 11

Gardens 11
Open-mindedness 10
Small size of school 10
O.iversity9
Shuttle 8
Accessibility of staff and administration 8

Student pop size 8
Better parties 8
Parking8
B&G efficiency or respons1veness 8
Announce@bard 8
Gym, the equipment 7
Internet access., more wireless 7
Administration 7
Kline bou.cs 7
More books in bookstore 7
Cost of tuition 6

Library 8
Activism OJ'l campus and support for it 8

Paths 8

SMOG

7

Caropui:archltect:ure 7
Fisher Center 6

TLS6
Academic .resources S
ManorCafeS

TV~, 6

,._,,~-$

SwingsS

More funding for music 6
More co-op$ 6
No 24 hour space other than Henderson 5
Pay increase for staff and students 5
FliesS
Attractive students 5

Safety s

Few class requirements 5
Big "V" behind Manor 4
Down the Road 4
Akohol4

Root Cellat 4

Scheduling of classes S

Weis4

More funding for clubs S
Litter, especially cigarette butts 5
More places to eat 5

Internet Acee$$ 3
Scheduling of classes 3
Free newspaper$ 3
Administration 3
M\ISic department 3

Lack of linguistics classe$ 5
Roads, especially 11 problem with plowing in the
wintert and generiil quality 4
More student access to PAC 4
Williams 4
Better(.more organized advising system 4
;:::::

The Future of
announce@bard
BY RACHEL MEYER
The Student Life Committee recently conducted a
student survey, which gave us an idea of student
frustrations on campus. We found that one common frustration was with announce@bard.edu.
While the announce emails provide the Bard community with an important means of communication, many people simply open their email and
delete them all. Others don't use their Bard email
at all because it is constantly flooded with too
many messages. Some students in our survey also
expressed frustration about the system itself; some
messages get sent out three times and others not at

all.
So we have begun to discuss the possibility of improving this important communication
system. We don't want to spread any fear that
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announce will simply disappear, leaving students,
faculty and staff without a new and better way to
advertise their events. We are just looking at other
possibilities.
One idea is to more effectively utilize the
inside.bard.edu calendar (also known as "This
Week At Bard"). It would work something like
this: you would send your announcement to whoever manages the calendar, they would post the
title of your event on the calendar, (much like the
subject headings in the announce emails) and then
anyone who wants more information can click on
the link for the description of your event. The calendar is already set up to do this, it's just underutilized. Also, there could be a pop-up window from
the inside.bard.edu webpage displaying the events
for the particular day (it might be called "Today At
Bard").
This new system is being considered
because the calendar is already in place and it
would be an easy transition. However, nothing is
set in stone, so please email your
comments/ideas/suggestions to slc@bard.edu.
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Why Aren't You
On The List?
BY MATTHEW ROZSA
Whatever criticisms people might levy against Bard students, they can't accuse us of being cowards. After the
events of the past week, some might even go so far as to
say that we are exceptionally brave.
Hal Turner is a neo-Nazi, a type of political
low-life I know all too well; individuals like Turner nearly killed me when I was very young. They are purveyors
of a sinister ideology, and since they lack reason or right
behind their arguments, they use violence and intimidation as their rhetorical equipment. It takes individuals of
impeccable bravery to stand up to their ilk. Some can
claim that they have never in their lives had the opportunity to do so. Others might argue that they have had this
opportunity, but had compelling reasons as to why they
did not seize the chance.
There are some students at Bard who have
seized it. They know that the bullies have a right to
speak, but they also understand that it is their obligation
to make sure that the voice of oppression is not the only
one heard. What is more, they understand that the other
voice must be peaceful, respectful, and intelligent - a contrast to the voice ofTurner and his followers. These individuals were recently singled out by members of the neoNaz.i group, and had personal information about them
posted online in a threatening manner. Out of respect for

French Riots
Expose Racial Fault
Lines, Ignorance
and Hypocrisy
BY TRAVIS WEN'IWOR1'H
In the French media coverage of Hurricane Katrina, one
could detect a certain element of satisfaction in the way
narure unveiled gaping American socioeconomic disparities. In the US, it was general.ly Democrats who spoke
of this issue for political gain. While the American media
tended to focus more simply on the fucts and logistical
implications of the damage, the French media was more
inclined to spotlight the US hegemon's Achilles heel: the
- neglected lower class, and the invisible race barriers that
still exist within the borders of this bastion offreedo~
democracy and prosperity.
The uprising in France in the past two weeks
has made abundantly clear the ignorance, hypocrisy and
intransigence that plagues the French socioeconomic and
political system. The problem's roots stretch back to
French colonial days and the industrial boom that took
place a decade after WWII, bur in recent months the situation has been exacerbated by France's tough-talking
and polarizing interior minister, Nicolas Sarkozy, who
has repeatedly used such terms as "thugs," "low-lifes,"
and "scum" to describe the poor, generally immigrant and
Muslim-populated suburbs. His "uro-tolerance" campaign against crime has resulted in notorious police brutality and further marginalization of these immigrant
groups. "If you're treated like a dog, you act like a dog,"
said a resident of Clichy-sous-Bois, northeast of Paris, as
quoted in the New York Times.
ln spite of their religion and skin color, though,
most of these people are, on paper, as French as Sark<Yq
himself. Most carry the French nationality, and many
come from families who have been in the country for
several generations. In the name of l'tgalitl (equality),
one of the three pillars of French society (with libertl
[liberty] andfraterniti [fraternity) completing the list),
France has pursued a policy that prevents recognition of
cultural, ethnic and religious differences by the government. "They say integrate, but 1 don't understand: I'm
already French, "'/hat more do they want?" said a man
quoted in the Titnl!S who moved to France from Algeria
in 1971. "They want me to drink alcohol?"
The constant invocation of equality is merely a
front behind which the French government has practiced

these students, I will not place their names in this article.
Suffice it to say that the same neo-Naz.is who heap platitudes on the altar of bravery seem incapable of demonstrating that same quality in their behavior, while the students who they have tried to frighten have showed
remarkable courage merely by the fact that they are on
that list.
And indeed it is an honor to appear on that list.
It is a list that exists because men and women who have
devoted their lives to hatred have had the fear of G_d
instilled in them by those who wish to spread justice. It is
a list that singles out those who have decided to place
their names on the right side of history, and was created
by those who have decided to associate with all that is vile
in the human spirit. I am ashamed to admit that my
name does not appear on that list. I will not add to that
shame by saying that I did not appear at the rally to
protest evil.
As 1 said before, I have seen their type. When I
was twelve-years-old, a dozen of them threw me into a
lake and attempted to drown me because I was Jewish.
The students who appear on the Nazi blacklist
have placed their own safety in jeopardy to stand up for
me. They have stood up for other minorities. And believe
me, they are standing up for you.
Will you stand up for them?
DO THE RIGHT THING!
TUESDAY NOVEMBER 15:
THE ROOT CELLAR, 7:30 PM.
REMEMBER WHAT IT IS THAT YOU AS A
BARD STUDENT STAND FOR!

its separatism, and they are now suffering the consequences of such propaganda. Reg:udless of education,
minorities regularly find difficulties in landing decent
jobs, and discriminating landlords make it difficult for
immigrants to find housing outside of the suburban villes
nouvelles, "new cities," created to accommodate the burgeoning immigrant population without compromising
the age-old homogeneity of the bourgeois inner cities. In
addition, police forces remain srartlinglywbite, resulting
in 6ftlcen' fearofthea Nlidcac.1Jf4,•~,~f91~
lows as a result of that fear. The government could hen·
efi.t from following the example of countries like Britain
and the US, where the police forces more often reflect
the diversity of the papulation; instead, minorities in
France feel disenfranchised and disoust the police officers and, by extension, the government.
France has been fitfully slow to respond to the
growing violence. It took ten days for president Jacques
Chirac to publicly acknowledge the civil unrest and the
official response. This is partially due to internal competition in the government between Sarkozy and the prime
minister, Dominique de Villepin, both of whom hold
high ambitions for the 2007 presidential election. De
Villepin, formerly the foreign minister, has taken a highly diplomatic approach, choosing words carefully in an
attempt to recognize societal problems and reasons for
the existence of dispute without condoning violence or
diverging fron:i the hard-line position of hi$ party. As
yet, though, he has failed to divulge any detailed plan of
action. Most of the leg work has fallen on the CRS,
France's elite riot police, who have difficulty discerning
when and where attacks will take place, and who are
instructed to avoid offensive action lest they exacerbate
the situation further. But as police chien have pointed
out, many office.rs are at their wits' end after two weeks of
intense, nightly riot control.
In the wake of the attacks, Sarkozy has been
criticized for his role in furthering the city/suburb and
native/immigrant dichotomies, though his critics are far
fewer than one might expect. He is less overtly racist and
radical than, say, Jean-Marie Le Pen, who garnered a
staggering 20% of the French vote in the 2002 presidential election on his platfotro ofwhite supremacy, closed
borders, and immigrant exclusion. It appears that
Sarkozy, as a more politically plausible. candidate, is
appealing to this portion of the population with his
hard-line policy. Enigmatically, though, Sarkozy has
been one of the only politicians who have dared to advocate integration through American-style affirmative
action.
The French press (and the overall French sentiment backing it) was right in its (albeit condescending)
criticism of the fact that overwhelmingly lower-class
black communities were left in New Orleans after
Katrina. The French were correct in their observations
that the US has not yet recovered from the days of de
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The New Emporia
What Bush Should Have
Said
BY MATTEW ROSZA
Every so often, an event occurs that calls for great rhetoric.
Abraham Lincoln provided us with that rhetoric
during the Civil War; once at Gettysburg and once in
Washington.
Franklin Roosevelt provided us with that rhetoric
numerous times during the Great Depression and the
Second World War, from his inaugural addresses, to his fireside chats, to his famous Pearl Harbor speech.
John Kennedy and Ronald Reagan both proved to
be eloquent voices of the Cold War Era, albeit voices that
often represented diametrically opposed sides of the ideological spectrum.
Yet when the terrorist attacks of September 11th
thrust America into a new era, the scribes who were ordered
to put words into the mouth of President George Walker
Bush were not sufficient. Of the two speeches he delivered
during those heady times - on the night of September 11th
itself and a few days later in front of Congress - neither one
of them has a memorable phrase, a potent idea, or even a
moment of raw histrionics, that can be related by our generation to those that shall follow us. We live in a time of
spectacular dreams, and President Bush has failed to provide
a voice for any of them.
Yet sometimes I wonder what speech President
Bush COULD have given on September 11, 2001. What
oratorical qualities would have been fitting, both for the
man and the time?
I do not know what speech I would have given to
George W. Bush. His fundamental values are so antithetical
to my own that it would be impossible for me to put a philosophy in his mouth which would bear any relationship to
the ideas 1 wish to espouse. What's more, his oratorical style
- to the extent that one can apply the words "oratory~ and
"style" to his stilted, inarticulate sputterings - is not conducive to the forging of memorable rhetoric. Perhaos it is

Continued on page 15
facto racial segregation, and that cultural rifts, fueled by
persistent economic disparities, hinder Americas claim to
universal equality. They were right in complaining on
behalf of the victims that aid was too slow in coming as a
result of gross diso.rganlzation while New Orleans
drowned. Yet as Paris burns, it is these exact themes that
have become all too familiar to the French.
Though some implications are similar, an obvious
and crucial difference between Katrina and the violence in
France is that the former is a natural disaster: quite the
opposite of the willful civil uprising seen in France. Yet
while the hurricane involved all those without the means to
evacuate, the riots have failed to mobilize the entirety of
immigrant communities. Rioters are generally aged
between 12 and 25, overwhelmingly male, and do not garner support from the older populations, who yearn to see
civility restored. As Olivier Roy stated in a recent NY
Times editorial, "Nobody should be surprised that efforts by
the government to .find 'community leaders' have had little
success. There are no leadetS in these areas for a very simple reason: there is no community in the neighborhoods.~
Marauding youth groups are seeking to define their own
community identities in the absence ofa clearer conununity hierarchy. Thus a principle reason behind the uprising is
that the banlieus remain laxgely anarchic as a result of systematic marginalization. France needs to stop renouncing
these areas and treat them with the same respect as places
inhabited by natives.
This feeling of disconnection causes many French
teens to be easily swept into the violent torrent and excitement of violence, even without consciously objecting to the
practices of the government. Nevertheless, they recognize
symbols of wealth* establishment, and social mobilit)) as
evidenced by the torching of cars. This is becoming the
signature act of protest: over 4,000 cars have thus fur been
burned throughout the country. The vehicle is an aspiration, an unattainable object signifying freedom. But they
do not have this mobility-they can neither afford it, nor
hope to aftord it, so they bum it. The burning vehicle is
one of many images that symbolizes the current situation in
France,...-ir is, in many ways, a manifestation of a culture war
that has been in the works for years ls finally surfacing.
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The New Emporia, continuedfrom page 14
unfair of me to point the finger at the wordsmiths of the
Bush Administration. One cannot be expected to write
calligraphy on toilet paper.
Yet the proper apportionment of blame is a subject best left for another discussion, preferably in an article
by one with first-hand insights into the mechanisms of the
Bush White House. What I wish to discuss here is not
what was said, but rather what should have been said. I
consider myself to be an old-fashioned liberal, and while
my views are, to some degree, uniquely my own, if I had to
identify a single individual who has influenced me the
most, it would have to be Adlai Stevenson. Stevenson was
a one-term governor of Illinois, a two-time Democratic
candidate for president in the 1950s, and a United Nations
ambassador who served for four years before a faulty circulatory system stole him from a nation that needed him
more than ever. There are many things I admire about
Stevenson, but one of the qualities I most deeply revere is
his oratorical prowess. Few men could bring as much poetry to prose as Adlai Stevenson, and even fewer are able to
do so in the service of substantial philosophies instead of
vacuous platitudes. That is why, whenever I try to imagine
what I wish had been said on September 11, 2001, I
instinctively try to imagine what Adlai Stevenson would
have said. This, more or less, is what I came up with:
My fellow Americans:
These are the moments that define generations.
Today our people were attacked, suddenly and
without provocation. Untold thousands have died as a
result of this attack, and hundreds more remain injured or
missing as our collective attempt to make sense of this
most senseless crime continues. There are few alive today
who are unaware of the fact that we have been thrust into
a pivotal moment in our nation's journey; the eyes of the
world will forever be upon us, for what we do now will
affect not only our immediate future, but much of what is
to come for all people in the future chapters of the human
story.
That is why we must ask ourselves who we are,
and what role we as Americans wish to play as citizens of
the most powerful nation in the world.
In order to do that, we must first determine what
it is that makes us Americans.
Our nation is different from all other nations in
the world in that it exists not as a result of the ethnic, religious, or cultural similarities of its occupants. Rather it
exists because its inhabitants all believe in the concept of

The Truth About
Your Thanksgiving
Dinner
BY GISELLE TOLSON
So about this Thanksgiving business.
And by that, I do mean business. Turkeys are
obviously the most popular animal to eat for
Thanksgiving, and over 300 million turkeys are kille~ each
year in the United States. Who cares? I do. And l ll tell
you why.
· Turkeys are fascinating creatures. They have personalities as distinct as cats and dogs. Like chickens,
they're curious and intelligent, an~ mo~e~ turkeys are
extremely protective. They love music, tele"'.1sion, ~nd m~st
of all humans. Yes, humans; turkeys (including wild
turkeys) are extremely friendly towards humans.
Unfortunately this vulnerability often makes them the target of abuse. They live around ten years, th~y spend five
months with their mothers, they dance (not JUSt for mating, but socially), and they will play with each o~er.
They'll recognize and remember you, and they often pick
favorite humans when they live at sanctuaries.
.
But none of that really matters. Endeanng as
they are, it's not their intelligence, friendliness, or personalities that make them important to consider. It's the simple fact that, like any vertebrate, or any an~mal for ~at
matter, they can suffer. Turkeys are consaou.s, feeling,
thinking beings. And if you've ever !11et one, wild or not,
it's obvious.
In case you haven't made the connection yet, ea.ting someone can become a problem when they feel pam
(and pleasure, of course). But what if they live °:aturally,
and are free from pain?
You're not about to find a dead bird in the gro-

human freedom. Freedom - that is a word we must never
forget. It is a word that we must never relegate to the mere
status of a rallying cry, or abuse by plastering it onto causes that bear no resemblance to its definition. To speak of
freedom is not enough. We must fight for freedom, both
at home and abroad. We must do this by remembering that
freedom is the belief that every human being has an
intrinsic value endowed purely on the basis of his or her
humanity, and that as such all people have ·the right to live
their lives in the manner of their choosing, provided that
in the process of doing so they do not prevent others from
doing the same.
That is why I believe that the role of America is
the role of fighting for the cause of human freedom.
Where there is tyranny, I believe we are destined to topple
it. Where there is poverty, I believe we are destined to end
it. Where there is persecution, I believe we are destined to
aid the victims, and prosecute the guilty. And where there
is disaster - disaster of all kinds, including the kind that
has struck us on this tragic day - I believe that we are destined to take whatever measures are necessary to right
what has been wronged. This applies to how we must
change our situation domestically, and how we must live
up to our obligations internationally.
Last year I was elected by the people of this
nation to serve as their commander-in!chie£ History has
taught me that any commander can lead his army into battle, and any commander with sufficient talent can lead that
army to victory. Yet, the sign of true greatness comes not
from winning a battle but from understanding what to do
with the victory. Make no mistake about it: We will have
our victory. What we do with that victory depends entirely on the wisdom and honor of the people of this nation.
History will remember today as the day when
great buildings fell, and when greater people died. Let us
ensure that it is never remembered as the time when a
nation strayed from its historic mission. Let us ensure
instead that today is remembered as the day when America
decided to alter the course of world history, by drawing
from the hate and fear that drove these vile crimes a love
of freedom that would touch every corner of the world.

Checkpoint On the
Race to Oblivion ,
BY NOAH WESTON

Seriously, if hope were butter (and I'm full of both), I
would be making sweaty love to the Land-0-Lakes gill
in the Country Croclt fumhouse. However, the political
developments of late have made it difficult at times to
malntain that level of creamy optimism. From the schoolhouse to the White House, the American right wing
works tirelessly to implement a thorough transformation
of the country, with the will. and resources to see it
through as :far as their opposition will let them. Although
I try to avoid alarmist sentiments, it is safe to believe that
the right wing project is couosion of the collective minds
and heruts that they spend so much money to win in elec- tions.
Take for instance the Intelligent Design movement, which achieved a victory in the Kansas school
board's decision to adopt broader science standards that
provide space for alternatives to evolutionary theory. The
natural intricacies of the world, Intelligent Design adherents argue, could not arise without some calculated guiding force. They do not call that force "God," since this is
not a religious crusade, but rather one for better science
curricula that challenges "evolutionary dogmatism."This
might not be so noxious were the premise of the movement not wholly contrary to the need to produce objective, critical students in American schools.
Perhaps Darwin gets too much of a pass (highly
debatable), which could admittedly hinders scientific
education, bttt the Intelligent Design alternative not only
lacks the evidentlary support that evolution musters, it
works against the very fundaments of sensibly accepted
science. Since one cannot hope to accommodate the
essentially religious daim that a supreme will dictated the
creation of all things withi.n a system of experimentally
Writing this speech did more that simply force testable hypothC$es, the acceptance oflntelligent Design
upon me the realization that the English language desperately needs a neuter pronoun (although that thought did
occur on several occasions). It also made me realize that with lt. The underlying Ralph Wiggumism oflntelligent
when George Walker Bush spoke to the American people Design can serve to circumvent the acquisition of knowlin September 2001, he failed to do his job. What we need- edge in any field. Imagining a sirnila.dy sophistic mindset
ed then, and need more than ever now, is something that
Contimted on page 16
Bush has at no point been able to become - a president.
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cery store who has had a fabulous life. Let's start at the does-they are scalded alive in the tank of hot water used
beginning: female turkeys are artificially inseminated with for feather removal. Bon appetit.
But why the artificial insemination? Because
several of"Tom" turkeys' sperm, in quite a violent and abusive manner which I won't go into here. Once they lay turkeys have been altered to be so disfigured and disabled
eggs, those eggs are taken and stored away in an incubator that they can no longer mate naturally. And why no winuntil the motherless chicks hatch. Then they're thrown dows in the sheds they live in? Because dark environments
onto a treadmill, where someone later picks them up, cuts make calmer birds; unfortunately, this means the only time
off three toes from each foot, a third of their beak (which they see the sun is when they're being shipped off for
cuts through sensitive beak tissue and often cuts their slaughter. What about federal regulation? Nope. Although
tongues, too), the flap of skin under the chin (imagine that birds account for 98% of the animals slaughtered for food,
happening to you!), and injects them with an antibiotic. they are exempt from the "Humane Methods of Slaughter
All that business is done without pain relievers. Then Act."ln fact, they're exempt from the Animal Welfare Act
they're moved into a windowless shed with thousands of altogether; farmers can do anything they want to them.
other turkeys, where they will remain the rest of their lives.
So what does a turkey have to be thankful for if
After five months, which is the time when they would you're paying someone to do all this? And don't tell me
normally leave their mothers, they're starved for twelve that it's about tradition; Bard students should be able to
hours, and thrown (yes, thrown) in a truck with thousands recognize that, sometimes, traditions can be unethical, and
of other birds without food or water.
therefore should be abandoned. And what about freeTruthfully though, a lot of birds don't make it this range? It's not much different. The only regulation about
far. Turkeys have been genetically manipulated, whether it is that there has to be "access~ to the outdoors (usually a
through artificial selection or genetic engineering, and hole cut in the side of the shed, and considering how
have been pumped with growth hormones. They then crowded it is, most birds can't get out). Every other part of
grow so fast that they become crippled under their own their life is the same as any other turkey. The higher price
weight and will even experience organ failure, both of just makes you feel better.
which are among the top three health problems in factoAs for health, the government can close "chicken
ry-farmed turkeys. According to onedlldustry publication, plants" if there's too much diseased meat coming out of
modern turkeys grow so quickly that if a seven pound them, but not turkey farms. An industry estimate is that
human baby grew at the same rate, the infant would weigh one in eight has salmonella, and 72-100% are infected
1,500 pounds at 18 weeks. When they become crippled, with campyloQacter. They can also get E. coli and listeria,
injured, or ill, a manager of the farm will beat them repeat- despite all the drugs they're fed. But the flesh itself is also
edly with a metal pipe until they die (which is, strangely, unhealthy; there's no fiber or carbohydrates in it (like all
the recommended method).
meat). Turkey flesh even has more fat and cholesterol than
But let's say they do make it that far. Then they many cuts of bee£ About 42 percent of the calories in
go to the slaughterhouse where they're hung upside-down turkey are derived from fat, which is ridiculously high.
by their legs before their heads are dragged through an
So why are you still eating turkeys? Is the copious
electrified "stunning tank" which immobilizes them but amount of food at Thanksgiving not enough? This year,
• doesn't kill them (some veterinarians argue that the stun- and every year, save a life. Don't eat turkeys.
ning does not make them incapable of feeling pain, but
• And if you can't possibly stand the holidays withonly makes them incapable of moving). Furthermore, out the taste of wonderfully diseased flesh, try Tofurkey or
many birds dodge the tank (wouldn't you?) and are there- UnTurkey (available at natural foods stores).
fore fully conscious when their throats are slit. When the
No one should have to die for dinner.
knife fails to properly slit the birds' throats-as it often
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On M -ale Aesthetics
and Feminism
BY DANIEL CLINE

gradual;l}-0\¥.~~t~ and sp.Uin its ~·~s<:e~t:sr~~$'.'Qur c!otin.tty's seii.s~ 9f;tighfatld wrong h¥ alf~gy.ful~~ consid-'-: In an episode of Seinfeld (the one in which Jerry's newes~
e:rably ai:' ~be:iµgh~~t Iev~l. o~ goverfilteotajj~~w~r.f.!aviog girlfriend walks around the apartment in the nude) a dis-

~?llti~~·~~i

P.lacneJ~ak~ ·fne "moral Va!ues"White!}t)µ;t 4~~ relayed .a
dear ~~ag~J6 Americans you,pg ando.@:4he en~s justify the shl.ttfo$.i of_ means: · ···
. ..·:_,,,'
.,
Since I am one of those tiii,e PS!ilever liberals, I '
rarely stop ·t q,think "What about tn~· fllil:dibn?" Often I
neglect_to ~o so out of £suspicion that the _adults barely

know wh;i(th.efuck is up eith~r.J'hat doe.(not niea.n that

youth 1<>0k!9 i!;_e~ eldei:s fo~ an~efhesp~~ywh,en i~
comes tot1;i§'.e~rsist~ntly_befit(,ldlltig. reNffi~§}poUtr~. The
executive tiniii:e -Of the rigb tyting Will '<:ert.ainlyliave a lOt.
of curiou~• you!fl scratching their: heads;;'W-oµ.dering not.
only why they iDherlted tangle of~de~th
malfeasance, but.also why their piedecc:Ss~ twic~ sanctioned
such a tragic mess. That is, 1f ou,r sensitivtty't6 corruption
has not grown so dull after eight consecutiYe years of ethical collapse,
.
'The side of American polities tlfat prides itiielf
on having stronger vision and mor~ a~J~a.ble lead_~fship
than its beponent indudes :ir.!any,•of t~~ f.P9st: :poff!ntly
amoral p~lltical ~gures . in tli6 cou~µy"ll.J:?.c,1 'fopp0.!ts an
educational platform that\1nder.riti.nes ~fupirical reasoning. In short, when granted full reigil:; cl,Je right 'wing
labors for a wo.dd whe{e Amedcans tbinJdess and have''
minimal )'.e~d for principle. ~nd reilly.'?~hat klnd of
country is that? The solution for. the ,. Amer.ican Left}~
th~ugh;is f!Ot in flight to another f9uri;fy, which .only:
selfishly skirts the problem, f!Or is . #-;.irt' ~·':'fuas~batory-.
parading of our pri,ndples to_,.rhe. co,~y~f~~~'!P~~~aq, \\re;:
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The Politics of
Personhood
BY

ROB Ross

I don't think that it would be an overstatement to say that
most students- at Bard agree with the Supreme Courts
decision in the case of Roe v. Wade. I also think that it is
safe to s~ that many of those students have thought little
about the negative legal and logical consequences which
·
arise from this decision.
Legally, the debate over abortion is extremely
complex, with many considerations. However, the linchpin, so to speak, of any successful argument is a valid assertion concerning the nature of an unborn child. As Justice
Blackmun wrote in the majority decision:
"The appellee and certain amici argue that the
fetus is a 'persorf within the language and meaning of the
Fourteenth Amendment. In support of this, they outline at
length and in detail the well-known facts offetal de.velopment. If this suggestion of personhood is established, the
appellant's case, of course, collapses, for the fetus' right to
life would then be guaranteed specifically by the
Amendment."
·
Those who are pro-choice do not believe that the
fetus is not a separate individual, but rather is part of the
mother, and therefore an abortion is a procedure cond,ucted on the mother only, and is protected by her constitutional right to privacy in medical procedures. Those who
are pro-life believe that the fetus, being a separate individual human being, is protected under the 14th amendment,
and has an inalienable right to life. I do not pretend to
have an opinion in this matter; my experience do~s not
indicate to me a clear choice between these two opinions.
If asked whether I thought the Supreme Court should
overturn Roe v Wade, I would say uno". simply because

cussion of human aesthetics begins between George and
Jerry in which Jerry posits that the female body is an object
of beauty while the male body is an object of function
("like an SUV"). While I would riever intend to imply
that this television program is an accurate arbiter or even
indicator of American mass opinions (but rather the claustrophobic, inane and warped world of the show's executive
producer) I believe that such a dichotomy of hU!flan aes. thetics persists. While this is most likely not a specifically American phenomenon I will, out of my lack of cultural currency in non-American circles, limit myself to a discussion of this topic within the American frame of reference.
Although conservative backlash has stigmatized
"feminism," the mainstream opinion is limited to a rejection of the term (forcibly and erroneously associated with
the "feminazi") and not (in most cases) the tenets of gender equality. _However, as feminism seems to no longer
have a prominent place in American discourse, a theoretical discussion of its tenets is significantly absent from public dialogue. My prime interest, however, is not with feminism at large but rather with feminism in respect to the
male aesthetic. I think I can, with a fair amount of liberty, say that in American mass culture the female body is an
object of aesthetic appreciation and the male body is not.
Even within enlightened groves, such as where I now
reside, this is subconsciously, if not consciously, acknowl•
edged.
The conception of the female body as aesthetic
has a timeworn legacy in, what feminists would call, male
objectification of the female. The female aesthetic is
praised through male eyes and thus reduced from agentstatus to object-status. The male aesthetic, however, is
notably absent. As males are conceived in agential terms
their bodies are associated with action and re~t and thus
are relegated to non-aesthetic status. One may discuss
body-building as an evidence against this; however, I
would contend that the adoration of muscle mass that
body building (which is, to a certain extent, not a move:..
ment fully embraced by the American mainstream of mass
culture) invokes is simply a celebration of the power of the
male body and not its form. This is especially true when
one considers the horror that the quintessential body-

there is not enough evidence (to my admittedly limited
knowledge) to fulfill the plaintiff's burden of proo£
The court obviously agreed with the plaintiff in
Roe v. Wade. Blackmun wrote: "But in nearly al1 these
instances, the use of the word [person] is such that it has
application only postnatalJy. None indicates, with any
assurance, that it has any possible pre-natal application."
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builder instills in the majority of those who look on his
unnaturally and pointlessly developed physique. It is clear
that they are not considered beautiful. Thus it is that the
female body is a curvaceously beautiful Viper or Ferrari
and the male body is a boxy and strong sports utility vehicle. It is, I believe, manifestly obvious that the perpetuation of an aesthetic system that only recognizes one gender is perpetuating the largely ignored though deeply
imbedded gender stereotypes in America.
But where can we look for thls male aesthetic?
Nazi Germany and Classical Greece are two examples of
cultures with a developed and pronounced male aesthetic
and as a result their artistic traditions are peppered with
male nudes. However, this came at the expense of the
female aesthetic (who ended up sequestered in life and
clothed in art). Additionally, it was the active male prowess
that these cultures celebrated, to the extent that it represented patriotic, . fascist and individualist capacity and
power, and not the male aesthetic itse1£ Therefore there
are no really valuable historical models on which to draw.
This lack of tradition necessitates an ahistorical aesthetic
that will break with the .traditional conceptions of beauty,
and seek neither to feminize the male body (as is often
done in undergarment advertisements) nor celebrate male
power, but carve a new male aesthetic. Until a true male
aesth~tic exists and the male body, and not just muscular
capacity, is recognized on equal terms with the female body
gender equality is completely impossible and feminist dis-

with the essential point that the court is making: that the
Supreme Court has held that a fetus is not a 'person' within the meaning of the 14th Amendment. However, the
reference to constitutional nonpersons, taken out of context, is capable of misuse." If a fetus is not a "person," but
is a human being, its death at the hands of its mother is
morally abhorrent. Such an act is murder. And to argue
that the government cannot prohibit the murder of a
human being simply because of a jurisdictional technicality is to argue for legalized murder.

Unfortuantly, our legal system does not reflect
the decision reached in Row v. Wade. Suppose a man beats
his pregnant wife so badly that her baby is killed. Can the
Furthermore, consider the idea of, as Alito put it,
man be tried for murder? Suppose someone kills a woman
constitutional non-persons. The nominee is entirely corand later finds out that she was pregnant. Can he be tried
rect in saying that this idea could be misused, and it is easy
for two murders? Suppose a pregnant woman refuses to
to see how. US citizens become constitutional ~onpersons
stop drinking while she carries her child, even after a court
when they are labeled as "terrorists" and sent to
order, can she be imprisoned for the duration of the
Guantanamo. Terrorists outside the US are considered
prgnancy? Many people are naturally inclined to say yes.
constitutional nonpersons, and are thus subject to torture,
Our legal system also says yes. But, as Blackmun wrote,
false imprisonment and various other abhorrent practices.
"our task, of course, is to resolve the issue by constitutionBy divorcing the idea of being a constitutional "person"
al measurement, free of emotion and of predilection." The .
from being a human in the United States under the power
court has already 4'ecided that unborn children are not
of the government, we are opening the door to things best
upersons" protected by the Constitution. If we accept that
left out in the cold.
a mother cannot be tried for murder if she aborts her fetus,
The point of this article is not to argue in favor of
then we must accept that a secono (not third) party cannot be tried for murder if they kill the fetus. And when we reversing Roe v. Wade. It is simply to explore the greater
accept this, we find that the implications of Roe·v. Wade -implications of our classification of unborn children as
run contrary to what is a natural inclination for many, both "things" and not sp~calJy "people." I also wonder why,
exactly, we have a natural inclination to view unborn chilpro-choice and pro-life.
dren as pe_ople in so many other cases, but not in the case
Some argue that the court said that unborn fetusof abortion. Ultimately, we need to take a good long look
es are not "persons" under the constitution, but that that
at our legal system, and make a concerted effort to consoldoes not mean that they are not human beings. This arguidate our position on the status of unborn children. Roe v.
ment is both morally abhorrent as well as dangerous. As
Wade was a start, but·we have miles to go before our law
Supreme Court nominee Samuel Alito Wrote, "I think that
reflects the rationality we expect of it.
the court's suggestion. that there could be 'human beings'
who are not 'constitutional persons' is unfortunate. I agree
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Real American
Heroes:
D r. Katz
BY TOM SCHULTZ

Many of you loyal readers-maybe even both of
you-have heard of a recent television phenomenon called
"Adult Swim." This late-night lineup, shown on Cartoon
Network, is a collection of animated shows designed to
attract a relatively older, more sophisticated audience. By
sophisticated I mean weed-smoking.
At its inception, Adult Swim was hailed as an
innovative success: who would have thought that such a
childish medium (cartoons) could convey such advanced·
and complex humor (anthropomorphic fast food)? Until
that time, only The Simpsons had managed to attract a fan
base with an average age over twelve, and this feat was
thought to be achievable only by Matt Groening. Oh
yeah, and there was South Park too.
But Adult Swim brought a whole new boatload
of cartoons onto television. It is largely credited with the
revival of Family Guy (and, to a lesser extent, Futurama),
and was the spawning ground for such shows as Harvey
Birdman, Home Movies, Robot Chicken, and a host of other
slightly wacky cartoons. Adult Swim essentially found a
new class of television-watchers: late-night young-adult
comedy whores, which could be the title of the next Adult
Swim show.

Horoscopes
BY CLAIR CONNECTION

Aries (March 21-April 19)
The attic and the basement have been characterized
throughout literature and popular myth as pretty scary
places: there is more often than not a madwoman in the
attic, and some dead bodies or a few demons in the basement. But we still always have the nagging feeling, while
studiously ignoring these creepy areas of the house, that
we should probably go up/down there and sort stuff out,
maybe throw away some of the junk we haven't looked at
in years. If we don't, that stuff will accumulate, and we will
one day notice that the door is ajar and frantically rush
over to push it shut again. I guess the moral of this long
drawn out metaphor is not to be afraid of your high and
low places this week, Aries, because letting fear of the
madwoman dictate your life is tantamount to being mad
yourself
Taurus (April 20-May 20)
The other night someone suggested to me that the phrase
"I'm apathetic and I vote" would make ·a g-0od bumper
sticker. I agree, and I suggest you make this your motto for
the week, Taurus. Because maybe the 'act of "voting,"
despite your general apathy (or is it just laziness?) will end
up dispelling whatever it is that is keeping you from
engaging in action and in the world around you. In acting
as if you cared, maybe you will so convince yourself with
your performance that you begin to care in reality.
Gemini (May 21-June 20)
This week, Gemini, I'd like you to think about the figure
of the anti-hero. This was the usually roguishly attractive
fellow who acted solely out of self-interest and generally
against the proper hero, trying to steal his girlfriend and
so on, while remaining immensely likeable. You seem to
be playing the anti-hero these days, entertaining us all
with your light-hearted but somewhat Machiavellian
exploits, charming the opposite sex with your rascally
manner, and creating all sorts of problems for the earnest,
hard-working "heroes" of the world. Just remember, the
best thing about an anti-hero is that, in the moment of
greatest crisis, he proves finally that his heart is in the right
place, saves the day, and lets other people get the credit for
it while he runs off to carouse with the barmaids.
Cancer (June 21-July 22)
Cancer, you should know that your fate has, literally, been
up in the air for a while now. You've heard of too many
cooks in the kitchen: try two trillion. In fact, I get the feel-

But before we prostrate ourselves completely
before Adult Swim, let us remember the wise words of
Yoda in The Empire Strikes Back: "No, there is another."
For before Aqua Teen, before Sea/ab, and even before South
Park, there was another, much older and much more hilarious cartoon on late-night TV: Dr. Katz.
Dr. Katz aired on Comedy Central at anywhere
from llpi:n to 4am. Why it was this late, I have no idea: it
was consistently one of the best shows on the channel. The
show focused on the life and times of Dr. Jonathan Katz,
a somewhat detached therapist whose own life is constantly falling apart. He must deal with his sardonic receptionist Laura and his 23-year old couch-potat~ son,
Benjamin. Over the course of the show, comedians such as
Dave Attell and and Ray Romano play the various
patients that come in to see Doctor Katz, and during therapy perform comedic routines through their characters.

ing that something is dictating this horoscope to me as I
write it, trying to direct my words in a particular direction.
The snrs, Cancer, are older than time itself, but that doesn't mean they can boss you around. If even I feel like
something is trying to contradict what I tell you, maybe
you shouldn't even listen to me. I guess what I am really
reaching for is that this week, you should do the one thing
horoscopists are disallowed by the laws of originality to
tell you to dp: you iibould (ollow your heart. BuWf you
don't feel like listening to me, that's okay too.
Leo (July 23-August 22)
My cats have turned out to be total assholes. .They
charmed us with their good-looks, appealed to our innocent (and perhaps naive) sensibilities, and then proceeded
to (literally) shit all over our poor broken hearts. Not that
I think you are an asshole, Leo, but I am hesitantly, for fea;of your reaction, comparing you to my cats. I (or at least
some people), feel like you have been having your way with
the flock of innocent lambs as of late-lambs that just
want to be your friends. On behalf of the lambs of the
world, I beseech you: I don't care if you are sowing your
wild oats, but if there is someone who genuinely cares
about you, don't disregard that care, as you will really need
it later on, especially if you keep acting this way.

Virgo (August 23-September 22)
You know who should get drunk, Virgo? You should! As
Baudelaire always told us, we should really be drunk all the
time, on whatever is availiable: on wine, on poetry, on good
conversation ... so long as you get drunk. It is a matter of
making things extraordinary. Beautiful. And the rest of us
need a drunken you to remind us that there is more here
than the mundane reality we face every day. In these leafless times, Virgo, it is up to you to remind us of kissing.
Libra (September 23-0ctober 22)

In your never-ending quest to reach a point at which you
can allow other people to love you, you think that removing yourself from everyone else (in other words, making
yourself unavailable) is going to get you there. But being
a Libra, part of the "you" that you are trying to figure out
is involved in being sociable, in and around your relationships with others. Even if you can't let anyone get really
close, you can still learn from them and your interactions
with them. It's that same old Hegelian dialectic'(sort of),
and it applies especially to you.
Scorpio (October 23-November 21)
It oftens happens that when we fear something in ourselves, we throw ourselves into an outward display of its
contrary, as if to deny the existence of that which we fear.
I have the sense that you, Scorpio, are very afraid of cer-
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These routines are somewhat analogous to the music
videos that are inserted into every episode of Beavis and
Butthead, except they're funny.
· Dr. Katz's son Benjamin is also voiced by the
great unrecognized comedian H.Jon Benjamin, who aside
from helping to write the show also voices the characters
of Jason and Jon McGuirk in Home Movies.
But the central element of the show is Katz himself, who is a typical 40-something therapist, complete
with ex-wife and bald head. The plot centers on Katz's
midlife crisis, as he deals with completely inane patients,
his slacker of a son, and his increasing failure to expand his
small practice. What makes the show truly great, however,
is the subtle yet hilarious dialogue. Dr. Katz isn't one of
those completely nonsensical off-the-wall in-your-face
cocaine-induced shows that run frequently on Adult
Swim, like Aqua Teen or Sea/ab. It's humor is more realistic, more cerebral, and in my opinion, much more fulfilling.
Unfortunately, the powers that be at Comedy
Central decided in 1999 that this show was no longer
worthy enough to run on such a prestigious station, and
they ended it that year after six strong seasons. Currently,
there is no channel in the U.S. that runs this show, but
there is currently a movement to have the show released
on DVD. If that day comes, all other late-night cartoons
will be eclipsed, and the glory that is Dr. Katz will
emanate from Best Buy.
So the next time you find yourself guffawing at
the Antics ofFrylock, remember that you owe it all to Dr.
Katz. And South Park. And The Simpsons. But mostly Dr.
Katz.
Oh, and if anyone has taped shows, please find
me.

tain tendencies in yourself this week, and to prove this
inkling false, are hedonistically embracing opposite convictions in order to negate those you fear. While the
impulse may be noble, make sure you are doing this out of
a genuine unselfish desire for self betterment rather than
out of fear.

Sagittarius (November 22-December 21)
I bad, a dream last-nighuhat..l found ahahy.in..a bag_full
of condoms. This is weird, but it got me thinking about
fertility of the body and fertility of the imagination. What
would it be like if we tried to contain or obstruct mental
or imaginative fertility and "gestative" processes until a
time when we are ready to accept and take responsibility
for their consequences? I don't really think this would
work, but I would like to suggest that you try this week to
take the products of your imaginative "production" as seriously as you would those of bodily "reproduction."
Capricorn (December 22-January 19)
It is important that you not think about the future this
week. It is important that when you have too much to do
and no time to do it in, you ,take a long walk. It is important to look at small things, to dissect everything into bitesized chunks. This week productivity will come from
looking at what is right in front of you, and not doing too
much at once, but instead just doing what you are doing
now.
Aquarius (January 20-February 18)
People come up with the craziest ways to reach transcendence. There are so many nindbm and unexpected paths
put forth as a way to reach the "higher up," the "over
there," the "other side," that I can only conclude that we
really want to get there pretty bad. This week is a good
time for you, Aquarius, to come up with your own strategy to reach the higher ground. This week, the more
obscure the means, the more likely you are to get there.
This week, you will find transcendence in the unlikely.
Pisces (February 19-March 20)
Just .b~cause I write something here doesn't make it true
(see Cancer). I mean, I could tell you that you are going
to have a fabulous week, or that you will turn into a purple condor in two days, but ifit is not in the "stars," it doesn't make any difference whether I say it or not. So I'm just
going to say it you will have the best week of your life.
And if you believe me, which I hope you do, I think maybe
it will be true. Because the one thing I'm sure of about you
is that the force of your belief will be stronger than ever
this week. And whatever anyone says about you, it is
whether or not you believe them that makes it true or
false.
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Last "call"for submissions for the Observer's Fiction
Issue. observerfictiOn@gmail.com.~Peadline:
November 17. Time is running out. Start writing.
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TUESDAY NOV 15

WEDNESDAY NOV 16

THURSDAY NOV 17

FRIDAY NOV 18

DARFUR ACTION
CAMPAIGN: LIZ WALKER
5-8PMMPR

Happy Birthday Chinua
Achebe!

DOWN THE ROAD CAFE
9PM: JP JONES

lOPM SPEAK EASY @MANOR
DAVID JAVERBAUM, HEAD
WRITER FOR THE DAILY SHOW,
LECTURE
OLIN HALL SPM
BFC: MICHAEL DOUGLAS TRIPLE
FEATURE
7PM FATAL ATTRACTION
9:15PM WALL STREET
11:30PM BASIC INSTINCT
HARRY POTTER AND THE GOBLET OF FIRE OPENS!!!
I WAL-MART: THE HIGH COST OF
LOW PRJCE, A FILM BY ROBERT
GREENWALD
8PM OLIN AUDITORJUM

STUDENT READING
SERIES, MANOR CAFE
5:30

DUTCHESS JUSTICE:
DEBATING JAIL EXPANSION
7PM OLIN 203

~-------------'

SATURDAYNOV19

._______________, .______________.

SUNDAY NOV 20

MONDAY NOV 21

BFC: DISILLUSIONED
BABY BOOMERS
7PM THE GRADUATE
9PM THE BIG CHILL

LOVE AND TERROR FILM
SERIES: ALFIE 6:30 PM WEISS
FOLLOWED BY DISCUSSION
WITH MARK DANNER

·~

t.;

·:(_.·.

.,
-·.

SMOG: NASH LANE,
CAKE ON CAKE
24-HOUR THEATER FESTIVAL FISHER CENTER,
THEATER 2 8PM
BARD HALL 9PM
ROBERT BLAKE AND
ANAIS MITCHELL

'.

WEDNESDAY NOV 23
BREAK BEGINS 4PM

BFC: I <3 TV
7PMNETWORK
9:10PM BROADCAST NEWS
11:30PM ANCHORMAN
SMOG: AKRON/FAMILY

CAFE 9PM: RACHEL
ELISE SANDERS AND
JOSH TYLER

HAPPY THANKSGIVING
NO CLASSES

.

+

:::~:~1:J]7~,;.) ~~ijfr~; ,r:•i~1,. ':,., ., .

THURSDAYNOV24

MONDAY NOV 28
LOVE AND TERROR
FILM SERIES:
INTERROGATION
6:30PM WEISS

:.;.:?·:·:···""·······''

................. ___ __

THE LION KING:
A STAGED READING
8PM
LOCATION TBA

BFC: HOOKER W/A <3
OF GOLD
6PMKLUTE
8PM PRETTY WOMAN
lO:lOPM MIGHTY
APHRODITE

aqu,....

e

multip'le videq projection
(& swim) ·
,.
tues nov .J 5

1opm
,s teyenson gym pool
@

produced by jacquellne goss·s live video class
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ROOM in a smrrE . i~ bein . offer~a ·riY:ILLAGE
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B'for_ 'the
·Spfhlg~,
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QUIET, WECI:~E,~S, S'PtJ:QIOpS; and NE.A~
and ORDERLY~Th~' occuparit ' i~· ;equired td b~

~he

Best in R&B Dance Tunes Featuring:
alley Bragg - Vocals, Sean Powell -

J~hn

uitar,_
Holt - Bass, Tom
.
e1nle1n Drums & Special Guest.
ave Heinlein - Guitar. Other
uests may Also Appear!

MALE.you ~- .be li~in~ 'iri a ·n ?UBLE, Room s;J~~~ r~~!t~~~~ !a;:n~~
100. For further 1nformat1on) ~pntas:t us at x5105, ock City Road Woodstock, N.Y. (on
x5107, or my132@bard.edu qefore Dec.1
,
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"I know we were made for each other,
but I still feel like I could do better."
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"I don't know. Let's just cut it in half."

-King Solomon's answer to everything.

Jesus shaves.

Mark Essen
Man it's hot.

rm glad to be

Do yo11 remember Joumeyt

out of that ski mask.

ow. ow. ow. ow. ow. ow.

Ow. It hurts to walk. Arghl
I

I

I kinda hurt my foot jumping

Let me look at it I'm a

off the fire escape.

doctor.

NOi OWi I HATE YOU AMI> \'II NOT
Just let me look at
It! Christi

No, shut up. God.

Is it broken? You want

Just..

\

• Shut upl I hate

yor OW! ARGHI

me to look at It?

GOING TO EAT PIZZA WITH YOU!
OWJ l'MNOT EATING PJZZA WJTH
YOU· Owt MRI 11MG01MG ttOtAE
AND EATING CHOCOLATE- OW!
CAKE! GODDAMMIT! OW! SHm

Nah.
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WHAT? You're nol golhg to help change
lhe future or Retl Hook polilics so you

Uh, couldn't you have. just

wel~~ita ?

Aren't yO\J going to

c;-,m luck around on a

vote today, Charletta ?

Wha1 'd they do 10 mnko ii so compelling ?

put that down sormiwhere else

in your profile bilfore '!

Dophoolla, stop being such a

Get this: you can now

spoogemop. I'm trying lo check

indicate ... your shoe

out this new feature on Facebook I

lsn 't that crazy?

size!

Where? In my "About Me~

soctioo ? G<>d, Oaphoofia,
I thought you had some
sense of propriety.
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